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Social Media Update
With a newly recruited team of GRFU volunteers,
working on our social media platforms this season,
we’ve been sharing more news with you via
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. We’ve covered
training courses, vacancies, events and best practice.
Here’s a snap shot of our insights:
• Facebook following of 2429
• 357 more followers on Twitter since hitting our
target of 5,000 last season
• 10,548 views on our Instagram posts
• Post reach on Facebook of 16,400
• Average of 41 more followers on Instagram each
month
• 33 events posted on Facebook since September
• 305,000 Tweet impressions
• 7 new volunteers recruited from Facebook job
adverts
• 71% increase in Twitter profile visits
Huge thanks to Bry, Matt, James and Katy for their
ideas, enthusiasm and time to help spread the word to
our members clubs, schools and universities.
Look out for our campaigns and do please get involved
by liking, sharing, retweeting and commenting. Don’t
forget to tag @GRFUrugby into your own posts; we
love interacting with you all!

LETTER
From the Editor
Dear All
Welcome to Issue 1 of the GRN for
season 2019-20.
During the last season, I asked Andrea
to do some market research among our
readers, into whether, in this modern
age of Social Media and electronic
communication platforms, this format of
the GRN is still appropriate.
There was considerable opinion that it
was rather passé or to use a modern
colloquialism, “so last week”.
Since County Office was taken over by
a much younger and more agile brain,
Social Media [SM] within GRFU has gone
through the roof. I, personally, never
wanted to get involved in SM as I felt I was
too old to learn that particular new trick.
In fact, the only tweet I ever wanted to
hear was from the robins in my garden.
And as for ‘Facecloth’, [as one of my
revered colleagues refers to it], well that
was one step too far and forced me into a
darkened room.
As Andrea has proved only too well, I
was so wrong from GRFU’s point of view.
Modernising GRFU’s communications has
had immeasurable benefits. There are
more tweets, posts and hits than you can
shake a stick at, so it must be working.
For that reason, even though I’m talking
myself out of a job, the Communications
Team feels that, perhaps, in order to
get the news out to you all in a timelier
fashion, we need to go down the
electronic route. We’re very conscious
that a lot of what you read in this GRN
will be very old news. Some of it will
have already been seen on SM anyway.

The benefit of GRFU Bulletins is that they
can come out to you as soon as there is
something to shout about. Rather than
tales from our rugby family sitting in my
Inbox for six months before being printed
in a GRN.
Our other concern is that many club
members are not getting to see their
club’s copies of the GRN anyway, even
though there are several sent to each club,
school and association. More upsetting
is that, sometimes, they remain in the car
boot of whoever has said they’ll distribute
them!! Which makes all the hard work of
the Comms Team a bit futile.
In view of these thoughts, I’m just putting
it out there, through this old fashion
medium of a letter, that this might be the
way forward. Do please let me know
what you think [editor@grfu.org]
I hope you enjoy the read.
All the best
Tricia

You will, hopefully, already be familiar
with Andrea’s version of my old ‘County
Office Notices’. These take the form of
‘GRFU Bulletins’, which are emailed to

COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR
Andrea Grant
T: 0800 2229567
E: admin@grfu.org

COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE
Tony Fielding
E: comms@grfu.org

every person on our huge database. This
includes anyone who has registered their
email, which can be done by your Club/
Association Secretary or Data Officer.
Alternatively, you can contact County
Office and Andrea can assist you. The
circulation of these does not rely on the
postman or on volunteers having to drive
round the various GRFU establishments.

COUNTY CHAIRMAN
Adrian Siddorn
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GRN EDITOR
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GRFU Local Rugby Plan [LRP] – season 2019/20
- “You spoke, we listened!”

You will remember that, earlier in the year, GRFU held five club forums (one in each Combination), when all member clubs were
invited to share their thoughts on where they felt support should be given, or would be more beneficial, to the community game within
Gloucestershire.
v Continue to support development of Age Grade
Rugby and Core Values
• Campaigns to be promoted on GRFU social media platforms
to reinforce core and game values
• Understanding best practice within the AgeGrade game in
Gloucestershire, developing GRFU Code of Conduct and
promoting through the annual Age Grade conference.

As well as utilising knowledge of our local RFU professional staff, insight and analysis data
including the National Rugby Survey and CB experience, GRFU has set out 3 major
priorities within the Local Rugby Plan, over and above the usual support work that is
carried out, based on priorities listed by our clubs.

– Recruit more club Volunteers
v Develop more localised volunteer recognition schemes
• Promote a volunteer reward programme to complement
existing RFU schemes and increase awareness of recognising
club volunteers

More games played by women & girls
– Recruit more women & girls to be able to play more meaningful rugby,
more locally
• Clubs will be supported with initiatives such as: Inner Warrior Camps, training and
workshops, to support transition into clubs and Pitch Up and Play events
• Promoting the idea of #ShareTheShirt by linking teams together through different
festivals/tournaments
• Establish female Match Official development programmes
• Provide opportunities for funding female teachers on relevant courses
• Support the development of women and girls competition management structure,
with the RFU Competitions team
• Implement outcome of Age Grade Competitions Review
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v Encourage retiring players and more parents to take on club
volunteer roles
• Support clubs to have an active Club Volunteer Coordinator
who, with the right training and tools, will recruit volunteers,
targeting specifically retiring players and parents of young
players
• Run specific volunteer club workshops
• Link with student placement programmes at local universities/
colleges
– Better understanding for clubs of funding
opportunities
v Create a one-stop source of funding opportunities and advice
on applications
• Explore GRFU bulk purchasing (equipment/utilities/income
insurance/maintenance) for member clubs
• Develop a relationship with The Rugby Sponsors Consortium
• Host funding workshops, in partnership with Voscur
A copy of the LRP can be found on the home page of the
GRFU website.
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Guest Writer
Rob Iles - Gloucestershire Live
As Head of Sport at Gloucestershire Live, I have
the pleasure of covering Gloucester Rugby games,
as well as often writing about the grassroots clubs
that give opportunities to so many to take up the
game.
The Rugby World Cup has taken centre stage
recently, showcasing the most talented players
from around the globe. It has also demonstrated
the amazing pool of talent that has come from
Gloucestershire.
Gloucester and Bristol each had five current
players out in Japan but
there are far more with
links to the area.
For England, we’ve seen
Sam Underhill blossom
on the biggest stage of all.
A journey that started at
Longlevens Rugby Club
before he came through
Sam Underhill
the
Gloucester
Academy, as well
as spending time on
loan at Cinderford.

Jonny May

Jonny May is another
product of the Gloucester
Academy and one of nine
Ellis Genge
Hartpury Alumni to have
played a part in the tournament. That also includes
Bristol born prop, Ellis Genge, who played his
youth rugby at Old Redcliffians.
Hartpury is not the
only higher education
establishment to have
played a role in the rise
of some of the country’s
best players. Ruaridh
McConnochie played
a few games there
before being spotted
Ruaridh McConnochie by England Sevens.  
But the University of
Gloucestershire also played a key role in his
alternative route to the top and he may have
been lost to the game if it was not for their rugby
programme.

Mako & Billy Vunipola

Then you’ve got the Vunipola brothers.   I
remember hearing a lot about them when
they were in the youth section at Thornbury
and big things were expected. Now, they are
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undoubtedly two of the best players in the world
in their positions.
Gloucester’s only player
in the England squad was
Willi Heinz – a call-up
nobody saw coming until
a few months ago, but
he has proven himself
well-equipped on the
international stage.
Willi Heinz

They could have
had a few more South
Africans in Japan but,
as it was, only Franco
Mostert got the call
after a very impressive
first
season
at
Kingsholm. Despite

Ross Moriarty

Franco Mostert

Scotland’s
pool
stage
exit,
Chris
H a r r i s
performed
well for them.
He looks like
someone
Chris Harris
who will fit in
well to Johan
Ackermann’s style of play this season after making
the move from Newcastle.
They provided more players to
Italy than England in the form of
Callum Braley and Jake Polledri,
who, of course, have strong
County roots and qualify for
their adoptive countries through
their grandparents.
Both
of
them played
their junior
rugby
at
St Mary’s
Old Boys
and were Callum Braley
on
the
books of Bristol with their
time at Hartpury also proving
valuable.
Polledri broke the record
Jake Polledri
for the most defenders beaten
(27) in a single World Cup,
despite playing less than two-and-a-half matches.
I wonder if Eddie Jones might regret not making a
move for him when he had the chance.

Seb Negri

Sharikadze (Georgia)
either having studied
there or played for
their Saturday side to
appear at the World
Cup.
Bristol, of course, has strong
links with the Pacific islands
through their Director of Rugby
Pat Lam, as well as four of their
players representing Samoa –
James Lay, Jordan Lay, Chris Vui
and Alapati Leiua – with Siale
Piutau in the Tongan squad.

Adam Hastings

It really is amazing the calibre of players that
have come through Hartpury’s rugby factory in
recent years with Seb Negri (Italy), Adam Hastings
(Scotland), Ross Moriarty (Wales) and Merab

Merab Sharikadze

James Lay

Jordan Lay

Chris Vui

Alapati Leiua

Siale Piutau

Josh Adams

Cinderford has also seen some top players come
and go through its doors over the years and the
story of Josh Adams is incredible.
Just over three years ago, Josh was playing for
them on loan in National One after a difficult time,
having been released by the Scarlets. But that
experience helped get him back on track and now
we see him scoring tries for fun for Wales at the
World Cup.
Everyone’s rugby journey starts from somewhere
and all the clubs, that have played a part in these
players’ lives and so many more, going on to play
at the highest level, should be very proud.
It really does highlight the importance of the role
of grassroots rugby and hopefully it can inspire the
next generation.
Who knows, the next Underhill, Polledri or
Vunipola brothers could be at your club right now.
https://www.facebook.com/GlosLiveSport/
https://twitter.com/sportgloslive
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CLUB NEWS
FEATURED CLUB – Minchinhampton
Age Grade shares Good Practice
It’s every club’s dream to see its youngest players transition through the age
groups into the seniors. It can be achieved with good teamwork, excellent
coaching and total buy-in from club management, parents and players. Proof
of this pudding is in the success story of Minchinhampton’s U18s so read
on………

2007 to 2019 and beyond….

Minch U12s - Winners at the Dursley Festival

As they were at U6 with Coaches Jim Constantine, Toby Metcalfe and Ken
Dickenson.

The 2018-2019 Minchinhampton Under 18s-year group, has been hugely
privileged to have been coached and supported, for 13 years, by a highly
capable team of dedicated, talented and committed coaches. As a result, this
year group has had an amazing 13 years – with many of the original U6s still
playing in the Colts this year. The coaches have demonstrated, advocated
and instilled the values of rugby into players and parents alike. This resulted
in the development of a team with impressive sportsmanship (recognised
through winning many “fair play awards”), significant talent, resulting in many
trophies, inclusive approach (demonstrated by embracing new players,
including those with challenging histories) and terrific camaraderie. This was
supported and demonstrated by many tours and trips, culminating in a brilliant
8-day tour to Canada in 2018 and the linking of many of the friendship groups
these boys now enjoy.

None of this would have been possible without the commitment and
capabilities of the amazing coaching team over many years. Head Coach,
Ken Dickenson, has prepared for and attended every Sunday rain or shine,
with calm, consistent focus on core rugby skills. Ken often works away
from home, so spending 4 hours on his weekend away from his family, is
testament to his commitment. This has been especially demonstrated when,
in recent years, his own son has not been playing in the team, having been
part of the Gloucester Development Squad. Jim Constantine, as support
coach, has been stalwartly by Ken’s side, supporting Ken and the boys; never
flustered, ever cheerful, always there, a cornerstone of the team. Chris Kite
joined the coaching team about 10 years ago and, in addition to coaching the
backs since then, he has supported and encouraged many new players to
join the team, arranging tours and trips since the team was Under 9. Trips
include visits to Premiership Rugby matches, meeting rugby celebrities, a
Tour of Twickenham, plus many tours around the UK, to Dublin and Canada.
Chris planned the Canada trip two years ahead and drove a massive fundraising campaign to ensure the tour was fully inclusive, raising over £20k.
The result was three-fold. Firstly, the commitment to the tour really helped
keep the team together through the U16s-U18s (where many players leave
the game). Secondly, 24 players and 13 parents had an amazing tour in
Toronto and Niagara and thirdly, both players and parents have experiences
and friendships which will last a lifetime. And now, Chris is arranging an
U19s tour to Belgium for 2020! Chris is also supporting other Minch year
groups to establish a regular amazing Colts tour for the club – to share best
practice and the benefits a “huge” Colts Tour can have for the teams, club
and community.

stripes.indd 1

Colts on Tour in Canada in 2018
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After the County Cup Final in 2019

An expression of thanks & appreciation, to all those coaches and supporting club
members involved over the last thirteen years, is best summarised by words from some
of the players themselves:
“Thank you for everything you have done in the past 13 years in terms of your commitment
and passion by turning up every Sunday for us. Being part of this team has been the
backbone of my childhood and has shaped the lad I have become. For that I am very
grateful.”
“I can’t thank you enough for always being there and teaching not just rugby but life. You
three don’t know how much you have moulded and influenced us.”
“I am very grateful for all the 13 years and would not change a thing if I could go back.”
“Your dedication to each player was admirable and I want to thank each of you for the time
and effort you put into the club and players.”
“Almost all players have stuck with us for over ten years and that can only be because of
the quality and attitude of the coaching team.”

The much-revered Coaches – Jim Constantine, Ken Dickenson
and Chris Kite

And finally, what must be the most important message to send
out to all coaches, no matter what the age group, is the last
sentence of the following quote.
“Playing for Minch was never too stressful because, even though
how much we as players wanted to win, it was never the
only thing that mattered to the coaches. Our enjoyment and
development were always seen as more important to them.”
The last word is given to one of the parents of this enduring team:

Dads v Colts beach volleyball match while on tour in Toronto

“I hope you continue to coach as your influence on me should be felt by every youth in our
club.”
“It’s been an honour to be part of such a strong team both on and off the pitch.”
“Minchinhampton will always be a special club and, having been a part of one of the
greatest sides at the club, with the best set of lads, is more than anyone could have asked
for.”
“I just want to say thank you and I hope you realise how much positive impact you have
had on all of us.”

Minch Colts v Peterborough [Ontario State Champions] in August 2018
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Minch beat State Champions
24-36 in Ontario

“The three coaches have been
consistent and committed.
I believe they’ve played
an important role in the
development of these lads, not
only as rugby players but also as
young men.” “Having spent the
best part of 13 years standing on
the pitch-side in wind and rain,
washing mud off kit, boots and
bathtubs, I never thought I’d
be sad to see the end of it. But
there is something special about
the current Colts team – they
are a pleasure to watch and to
know. Parents and players are
approaching their last game with
some sadness. It’s the second
ever Minch youth team to have
stayed together from the age of
5 through to 18 and certainly the
largest and most successful. This
is in no small part down to Ken,
Jim and Chris. They and their
families have given up so much
over the years for the sake of
our boys – it’s very hard to find
a way to thank them.”
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Frampton Cotterell RFC - The 800 Club
[Thanks to RUGBY WORLD MAGAZINE for allowing us
to use some of its article]

Longevity is the name of the game at Frampton Cotterell RFC and three of its players have
reached a significant milestone in the community
game – 800 matches of senior rugby.
As they emerge from the changing block, for a
Rugby World photo shoot, laughter erupts from
the mouths of all observers. The trio of Frampton
Cotterell players were clearly aiming for this reaction when they opted to pull shirts numbered 15,
13 and 11 over their middle-aged frames. These
days none of them would wear a shirt number
higher than eight in a match, but they clearly wanted to raise a few smiles, with the skin-tight material
– a sharp contrast to the heavy cotton jerseys they
wore when starting out – riding up over a couple
of bellies.

All three can’t hide their derision when they recount how a team-mate, Tony Cox, brought his
hairdryer out to use post-match. “Times have
changed,” says Phillips, with a rueful shake of the
head. Then they delight in telling of the time the
same player managed to tie his bootlaces around a
barbell without realising and fell over as he tried to
walk out of the changing rooms.
There are self-deprecating memories, too.
Weaver recalls a moment from last year when he
aimed to produce the skills of a 19-year-old, but
his 50-plus body could not deliver. “I was running
down the blind side and tried to dummy this player, but I was too slow. My mind told my body to
move but my body didn’t!! I was tackled in half – I
was hit in the ribs, winded and landed on the ball,
which hurt my shoulder too. Some of the guys put
a video together with the Jaws music and played
it on a loop.”
Theof the stories that they
This is just a smattering
have accumulated over rugby careers that span
40-plus years. Weaver and Phillips started in
Frampton’s junior section in the Seventies, while
Zaffiro was introduced to the sport by his brotherin-law and made the switch from football for the
1978-79 season.
Grass Roots

club
Words Sarah Mockford // Pictures Andrew Sydenham

Longevity is the name of the game at Frampton Cotterell RFC.
Rugby World meets three players who have reached a significant
milestone in the community game – 800 matches of senior rugby

PETER ZAFFIRO
Age 61 (26 Nov 1957)
Position Prop
Matches 804

TIM PHILLIPS

Age 55 (12 Dec 1963)
Position Back-row
Matches 868

MIKE WEAVER
Age 54 (1 Jan 1965)
Position Fly-half
Matches 813

There’s life in the old boys yet!
84

“I can’t breathe,” says one. “It’s like a corset,” says
another. When given the instruction “chin up” one
player quips “which one?”
Tim Phillips, Mike Weaver and Peter Zaffiro have
been involved in the club since the 70s and have
each played more than 800 senior matches in
Frampton colours, so they have plenty of stories
to tell. And they are especially happy to tell them if
it involves mocking one another.
Barely have introductions been made when Zaffiro – a prop – references his 100% kicking record
and then points out that Weaver, who has played
most of his rugby at fly-half, is not as high in the
percentage stakes. So how many kicks has Zaffiro
actually taken? Two!
“I was second-team captain for a game against
Kingswood,” he explains. “We had four fly-halves,
four kickers in the team, had scored 10 or 11
tries, but had not got one conversion. After the
last try, I thought, ‘It can’t be that hard’. I kicked it
the old-fashioned way, dug a hole in the ground,
took one step back and it went straight through
the posts.
“Then in my 800th game, I did the same for
the last try and again it went straight through the
posts.”
Weaver is quick to recount a comedy moment
involving Zaffiro too. “On the first-team pitch,
there’s a big divot on the 10m line,” he says. “In
one game, Zaff called ‘mine’ from the kick-off,
but then fell backwards into the divot and the
ball landed directly on his head – much to the
amusement of the crowd.”
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S THEY emerge from the changing
block, laughter erupts from the mouths
of all observers. The trio of Frampton
Cotterell players were clearly aiming for
this reaction when they opted to pull
shirts numbered 15, 13 and 11 over their
middle-aged frames. These days none
of them would wear a shirt number
higher than eight in a match, but for this

Rugby World photo shoot they wanted
to raise a few smiles, with the skintight
material – a sharp contrast to the heavy
cotton jerseys they wore when starting
out – riding up over a couple of bellies.
“I can’t breath,” says one.
“It’s like a corset,” says another.
Once they have changed into
better-fitting shirts, our photographer

85

Left – Pete Zaffiro, Middle – Tim Phillips, Right –
Mike Weaver

“My first training session was on a small area with
a spotlight under a scaffold pole – it was the only
place we could train,” Zaffiro recalls. “My brotherin-law had the ball and four guys jumped on him
to create a ruck. I didn’t know anything about what
was going on, but pitched in because I thought
they were beating up my girlfriend’s brother. Then
I found out it was allowed and thought, ‘That’s the
sport for me!’ “Rugby is a better way of life. You
can be physically aggressive if you stay on the right
side of the line and then once the whistle goes you
buy each other a pint.”
Last season, Phillips and Zaffiro were joint thirdteam captains, while Weaver makes an occasional
appearance for the vets – known as the TOADs
(Too Old And Decrepit). The latter has moved
from fly-half to the engine room these days –
“I don’t like it, it’s claustrophobic, but with my
hamstrings it’s the only place I can play,” he says
– but the other members of Frampton’s 800 Club
aren’t keen to class him as a forward.

“We tolerate backs if we have to,” says Zaffiro
with a grin. “Weaves says he’s a second-row but
calling yourself that doesn’t mean you are. In his
first game at second row, we had to turn him
around and tell him which way the ball was after
rucks and scrums.”
Phillips has played all his senior rugby in the back
row, while Zaffiro started out as a hooker, moved
to the back row and has been a prop since the
mid-Eighties. It’s not just in their on-field positions
that they’ve moved around, either. Between
them they have filled virtually every role at the
club – chairman, club captain, fund-raising officer,
social secretary, membership secretary, park
management. Their names are scattered across
the club’s honour boards and there’s even an oil
painting of a scrum by local artist Ian Cryer with
Zaffiro at the front.
On the day Rugby World visited the Club,
Weaver set off in a minibus with the club’s colts’
team that he now manages, while Phillips and
Zaffiro organised the third-team match against
Whitehall.
This proved to be a tougher task than expected
when the visitors arrived with just six players.
Another two turned up shortly before kick-off but
Frampton still had to lend them seven, including
Phillips, and switched to an old yellow strip as the
current one was too like Whitehall’s.
Despite all the pre-game issues, the fact it took
place is a success in itself. The stalwarts explain that
while there are still 32 clubs in the Bristol area,
Frampton is one of the few that still fields three
senior teams and has juniors aged 5 to 17. And
maintaining that level of participation is why they
are still pulling on their boots at an age when many
a player is putting their feet up in front of the TV or
strolling down the touchline as a spectator.
“I love the game of rugby and getting a third
team out means providing rugby for people of all
shapes and sizes,” says Phillips. “And it’s not just
for us. We’re providing a game for the opposition.
That’s 30-odd people who get a game. Certainly,
in the last five years a lot of clubs have reduced
the number of teams they run, which is sad and
unfortunate. Putting people on the pitch means
they keep playing rugby.
Zaffiro chips in to say: “The idea is to get
people playing. If there are only seven or eight
players, they give up or go elsewhere. And most
importantly, it’s making sure that win or lose we
have fun.
“Tim and I have done it – first team, second
team, third team. My motivation is to do the same
for that lot of U11s (he gestures to a group of
youngsters on an adjacent table). We bring them
in as juniors, picking up the ball age six, take them
through to 17, then the colts and then the seniors.”
They recognise how the junior game is thriving
these days; it’s the drop-off in adult participation
that is a big concern at grass-roots level. That’s why
Weaver has taken on the colts’ role, in the hope
of encouraging those teens to continue playing the
oval-ball game. “I suppose my objective is to give
them the life I’ve had in rugby,” he says. “I want to
put my experience of what rugby is all about to
16- to 18-year-olds. “Rugby has given me good
friends for life. And there’s the discipline aspect,
the respect side of it. You knock ten bells out of
each other, then shake hands and go into the bar
for a beer. That overall enjoyment aspect is a big
thing for me.”
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For immediate release

June 2019

Gary Teague, Club Chairman
Enjoyment is a sentiment echoed
called in to captain the first team when
by all three of these club stalwarts.
the usual skipper was injured, while
And that is why they continue to put
Zaffiro came off the bench to help win
Gloucester
All Blues
RFC in Gloucester near Westgate Bridge proudly
announce
their bodies
through the strain
of
a crucial scrum
that led to a the
try. club’s
matches. Zaffiro
talks about how
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Association
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camaraderie, the fact that the 18-yearsection
Sunday morning, because his ankles
olds will socialise with the retirees
couldn’t cope with walking down
in the local pub. They use the word
forwards. He retired for three years
‘family’ to describe the spirit of the
because of a bad back, returning to
club and point to the picture of a young
action last season. Yet he’s still in
Dave Attwood, in a Frampton shirt, on
the thick of it during the third team
the wall as inspiration for junior players,
matches. Okay, he probably covers
showing what is possible.
theRelease
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Things aren’t perfect – there are the
Media
pace than any Jonny May-style
financial struggles so many community
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just goRelease
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All three plan to keep playing, age. I’d
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News from Stow-on-the-Wold & District RFC
Commemorating 140 years of rugby
The 2019/2020 season sees Stow-on-the-Wold & District RFC turn 140
years old. The Rugby Club was founded in 1879, when the railway was
extended out to Stow-on-the-Wold.
It was formed by the railway engineers who were based at Stow. One
tale that has been told about those days, is that the local brewer, Mr Green,
collected the team from the Square and transported them to the station in
a horse drawn brewer’s dray. The team would then convey themselves to
their away fixture on plate-layer wagons (trucks that were propelled by the
passengers pulling and pushing a large lever). It’s said that, after the game, the
team would then “push and pull” themselves back to Stow, stopping at every
village that had a convenient public house.
Stow Rugby Club was a founder member of the Gloucestershire Rugby
Union and moved to its present site in 1967. The 2019/20 season will see
several events throughout the season to help mark this occasion, with a
formal dinner that was held on Friday 27th September.

to clad, paint, repair, mend, install and fix many jobs around the club. This
was assisted by £500 from NatWest and £2,000 from the 1879 Club funds.  
This is a private lottery for rugby club members, where 50% of the monthly
income goes back to its members as cash prizes and the other 50% builds a
fund for the club to use on maintenance projects.

“StowStock ONE4ZEREO”

Many hands make light work

Stow’s Music and Beer Festival enjoyed by all
As part of their season-long 140th birthday celebrations, 15th June saw
the club host its first ever family-friendly music and beer festival, “StowStock
ONE4ZERO”. The festival comprised 11 local bands playing on the main
stage, a food village, kids’ activity zone and, of course, a beer festival. Some
festival goers also camped overnight on two camp sites; a family-friendly
camp site with a 10pm noise curfew and general camping.

Over the course of the weekend,
they repainted the clubhouse in a
new, more modern colour way,
redecorated the changing rooms,
installed a new sponsorship
board fence alongside pitch one,
installed historical photo frame
shelving, cleaned the clubhouse
floors, installed two new sinks
for campers’ use and installed a
new entrance to the club, among
many other jobs.
The Club wishes to thank all its
volunteers and NatWest for their Stow welcomed skilled helpers who
support.
‘chipped in’

The beer kept flowing all day
Over 850 festival goers enjoyed the weekend with all food vendors selling
out of food. The bands were all local and included the Cheesemakers,
Brimstone, Paige and the Red Shift, Monkey Mafia and Rewire the Time
Machine; providing a broad range of music for all tastes. The festival was a
great success and has encouraged the Club to do it all over again, making
StowStock an annual event. “StowStock ONE4ZERO” will be held on
Saturday 27th June 2020.
NatWest Working Weekend

Stow can now enjoy a complete facelift at the club

For the second year in succession, Stow-on-the-Wold & District RFC took
part in the NatWest Working Weekend, with over 50 volunteers helping

Gloucestershire Rugby News
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Latest News from
Longlevens RFC

Bream RFC has big
plans for the next year

Longlevens RFC is a busy and thriving club within the rugby city of Gloucester.
The club has a full Age Grade section from U6 to U18s/Colts and also runs a
Mixed Ability Rugby Programme as well as Senior Men’s teams.
It will not be long before the club embarks on Women & Girls rugby. Work
with the RFU staff in Gloucester has already started to take shape to make
this a reality in the not too distant future.
In terms of Kids First Rugby and what this means at the club, fundamentally,
the rugby provision is fun. Sunday mornings are busy and the club is fortunate
to have a high number of willing and engaged volunteers to help make this
possible. While Longlevens has only recently taken the Kids First pledge, this
shows the commitment and will of the club to not just improve what they are
doing in general, but also what they are providing for the younger players.
Enhanced coaching, use of skill break-out zones supported via CPD and
applying best practice by using the resources available, are beginning to take
hold. Previous practice that does not look right is challenged in the right way,
which is all part of the very positive change in practice and mind set.
There is a good feel about the club and in particular next year’s U13s, who
are well coached by Pete Glanville and his team. Like all teams, they have had
their ups and downs and can be challenging. But Pete’s underlying philosophy
of rugby being a fun experience and them making special memories, is an
important factor for these players. It is hugely important to their wellbeing
and will hopefully lead to a transition into adult rugby participation.

In the coming 12 months Bream RFC will see the biggest changes in the
Club’s 140-year history. The club has submitted a planning application for
a new clubhouse and, hopefully, very soon will receive a positive response
from the District Council.

Bream RFC’s planned rebuild

Bream has been working with the Forest of Dean based company, Passive
Build, that has designed the country’s first low energy sports complex. This
will reduce the Club’s annual energy bill by 85%. For a voluntary club like
Bream RFC, this is massive and will help to secure the future of the club for
many years.

Longlevens U13s form Guard of Honour at Twickenham for England v
Ireland

The U13s’ trip to Twickenham, having been invited to be the Guard of
Honour on 28 August at the England v Ireland match, was a massive
incentive as they approached the new season. As a group it was well
deserved and they all enjoyed a fantastic day.
A pitch to be proud of

07799 190059
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Club Chairman, Jon Havers, said “I would like to
build the venue as a focal point for the village and
surrounding area. We want to encourage people
to come and use the cutting-edge facilities in a light,
airy and welcoming environment. We have already
invested in the playing field, thanks to GRFU, having
purchased grass cutting equipment that has helped
us maintain the fields. This has encouraged more
volunteers to step forward and help out.“
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Drybrook RFC does its bit
for Uganda

Cinderford has a proud day
It was a proud day for the coaches and all involved with Cinderford RFC
when two of their Age Grade players represented England U18s.

Katherine Pegler, the daughter of former Drybrook captain Chris Pegler,
works for the Office of National Statistics and is currently situated in Uganda.
During her time there she has come across a local rugby club called the Black
Pirates. The Club runs senior and junior teams for men and women, but
was struggling to get any kit to play and train in.

Katherine Pegler presenting Drybrook shirts to the players of The Black Pirates Rugby
Club in Uganda.

Katherine contacted her Dad to see if Drybrook Rugby Club could help in
any way. The Club was only to pleased to be able to help and sent several
playing shirts and training kit to the Pirates.
The Club is also in the process of gathering together playing and training kit
for the Pirates’ junior players, which Katherine will collect on her next visit
home.

Harry Taylor and Charlie-Mai Manns

Charlie-Mai Manns scored two tries and two conversions in her first
game for the England U18s Women and Harry Taylor was selected for the
England U18s Men’s team.

Cheltenham RFC reconnects with
former players

Drybrook shirts travel the globe

It’s wonderful that Drybrook can help and further the bond of Rugby Union,
which makes this such a great sport to be involved in. We wish the Pirates all
the best and hope that the Green Shirts of Drybrook will bring a smile to the
face of those who wear them.

Drybrook shirts bring luck to the Black Pearls who beat the Mbale Eagles 17:0

Gloucestershire Rugby News
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As part of
its 130th
Anniversary
year,
Cheltenham
Tigers
launched a
Reconnect
Programme
to identify
with former
members and
players.
One important
area of
recognition
will be during
the November
Remembrance
week with
the club
commemorating
those members
who fought in major
wars.
To augment its
existing tributes to
the fallen, the club will
be enhancing these
memorials with tributes to those who served in the South Africa Campaign
[Boer War 1899-1902].
Lance Corporal L Cook; Private A Dodwell; Lieutenant A C S Fletcher; Private
H Harris; Private J R Karn; Private A E Lawrence; Private A Meulbrouck; 2nd
Lieutenant H Orpen-Palmer; Captain G A Peake; 2nd Lieutenant R R Rogers
and Lieutenant C M Vassar-Smith.
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Old Cryptians Presentation
Weekend May 2019
After an extremely successful season both on and off the pitch for Old
Cryptians RFC seniors, plus becoming both Gloucestershire Junior Club
Champions & South West Junior Club Champions, the club celebrated with
a Presentation weekend over Spring Bank Holiday in May. A 15-metre-long
marquee was erected in the club’s car park ready for the weekend’s events.
Friday kicked off the weekend with presentations to the Under 14s and
Under 17s. Players and parents from both sides attended the evening, which
saw numerous awards given out to some brilliant players.   For the U17s,
it was perhaps their last junior presentation, with the majority of the squad
moving onto senior rugby next season, as some have already done. The
U14s continue to go from strength to strength, with increasing numbers in
the squad, which will hopefully add to the number transitioning to senior
rugby in the club over the coming years.
Saturday was the main event of the weekend, when the senior club had
a black-tie dinner and
dance. With 150 people
in attendance, including
past & present players,
sponsors,
combination
referees and supporters,
all celebrating a great year
for Old Cryptians RFC.
The evening was opened
by Club President, Ken
Lakin and the Junior
Section Chairman, Steve
Left - Gav Worrall – Attack coach; Centre Parry, was the Master of
Robbie Mustoe – Players’ Player of the Season;
Ceremonies. Player of the
Right – Jake McMahon - Head Coach.
Season awards were given
for all 3 sides, along with Club Man of the Year, most appearances, most
tries, most promising player and players’ player of the year. The night ended
with a huge thank you to the departing Vice Chairman, Paul Vidgen, who
has dedicated so much time to the club, from playing over 400 games to
coaching junior sides.
Sunday saw the Mini
section
and
Youth
celebrate its successful
season too.
OCRFC
is now running sides
from Under 6 to Under
12 which is unheard
of in Old Cryptians
RFC history. The day
commenced with the
unveiling of the club’s
partnership with the
Wooden Spoon Charity
and a Q&A with former
3rd team Player of the Season presented by Sean Gloucester Captain and
Norton (left) to Billy McTaggart (right)
Welsh
International,

OCRFC - Pre-Season

Old Cryptians managed to get the 2019/20 off to a good start with the
announcement that they have retained Head Coach, Jake McMahon, along
with attack and defence Coaches, Gavin Worrall and Tony Kipling. Old
Cryptians is keen to improve on what is considered to be the best season
in Old Cryptians’ recent history. They finished 3rd in Wadworth Gloucester
1, narrowly missing promotion by one point, but reaching the National Cup
Semi-Final, only just losing to Reeds Weybridge who went on to comfortably
win the competition.
As well as retaining great coaches, Cryptians also managed to recruit some
new playing talent, who are all keen to make an impact and give the club
the much needed squad depth this season. The players started their own
player-led pre-season training in June, just weeks after the previous season
had finished. This gave everyone a head start coming into July when the hard
work began at pre-season training.
This made a notable difference as Cryptians managed to win the Cainscross
half-pitch 7s Tournament in July, for a second year running.  The pre-season
fixtures also got off to a flying start with Cryptians scoring an impressive total
of 231 points; averaging over 57 points a game and conceding just 33 points
across the 4 fixtures.

Touring squad for final pre-season match and w/end social at
Newquay Hornets, Cornwall
Their pre-season opponents included Cinderford, Cheltenham Saracens,
Brockworth and also Newquay Hornets, who Cryptians faced in last season’s
National Cup campaign in the last 16. Cryptians made the long trip down
to Newquay for a great game of rugby, ending in a 14-59 victory for the
Cryptians team, followed by a well-deserved social for the players before the
League fixtures began.
As well as a high scoring pre-season, Cryptians opened up its League
campaign with a local derby against Gordon League. Cryptians came out
on top with a bonus point win. Both teams displayed the true spirit of rugby
with a hard-fought battle on the field followed by a joint social event after
the game.

Gareth Delve, which was really popular with the players and parents.
On Sunday evening, there was a Cider Festival and Hog Roast to close the
weekend in style. The celebrations went on late into the night and there is
already huge anticipation for next season’s presentation weekend.
The Club would like to
take this opportunity to
thank all of its sponsors
who helped with the
Presentation Weekend
and their continued
support at Old Cryptians
RFC.

1st XV squad for 2019-20
Cryptians’ recent fixtures saw them put out 3 teams, all coming away with
victories on the same weekend:
OCRFC 1st XV 74 - 22 Old Colstonians 1st XV
OCRFC 2nd XV 53 - 22 Longlevens 2nd XV
Cheltenham CS 2nd XV 29 - 47 OCRFC 3rd XV

Chad Crosby left & Paul
Vidgen right, presenting
sponsors shirt to Fat
Toni’s Pizza Parlours
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Cryptians put out a total of 48 players, scoring 174 points across 3 games
with the first XV placing themselves top of Gloucester One.
Great start to the 2019/20 season!
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Latest success story from
Tetbury RFC
Continually building the club towards a ‘one club’ ethos and, ultimately, on
one site, is an ongoing project that Tetbury RFC has made more strides
towards recently. The Club is very proud of a hugely popular and expanding
Age Grade section. Also, a senior section that is ploughing through the
rigours of adult rugby, while actively recruiting and being player centred, all
goes a long way towards the club’s ambitions and dreams.

Tetbury Rugby Club Announces New Ground
Construction
Tetbury RFC has assumed
legal ownership of Pike Field
at Quercus Road in Tetbury
and has signed a partnership
deal with McGurk Group
[Est 1963] to construct a new
rugby facility in the town.
Pike Field is a 12-acre site
in the northwest of Tetbury
which is currently unused.
All planning permissions and
environmental licenses have
been successfully granted, so
the project will now begin
construction.
Rhys Willcox, aiming high,
has played U6 rugby through
to the seniors.
Senior players in the new shorts
sponsored by Treacle George and
Hunter French.

Gloucester Hartpury players Ti Tauasosi and Ellie Gilbert with
Tetbury players Alice and Sophia
Over the past few years, various aspects of the club have merged into a
whole club approach. All players now have matching shirts and there is now
one Club Committee with a structure that encompasses the ‘whole club’
strategy.

Tetbury’s first ever girls take over the morning’s play

As well as strengthening the teams already within the club under one
structure, new avenues have been explored, with a thriving Tots’ Group up
and running. The club is also running its first ever Girls Open Morning that
will offer more opportunities for girls within its catchment area.

The build will be delivered in three
phases. Phase 1 is the construction
of two full-size RFU specification
rugby pitches, a training/Age Grade
area, plus access roads and car
parking. Phase 2 will bring lighting
to the pitches and Phase 3 will see a
clubhouse added to the site.
A project committee, made up of
professionally qualified volunteers
from the Club’s membership,
has been working over the last 18 months to reach this stage. Phase 1 is
expected to take twenty-four months to complete, with further work taking
place after that.
TRFC Chairman Roger Peill said,
“After many years, we are now
finally able to realise our dream
and create a first-class rugby
facility, bringing together our large
and growing membership of all
ages, genders and abilities in one
place. Our plan is to answer an
immediate need, but also ensure
a lasting legacy for the Club and
the Town.” He continued, “I’d like
to thank everyone that has been Head coach, Stephen Knight [left],
involved so far, in particular the Chairman, Roger Peill, Pike Field
Land Trustees, who have ultimately Committee Chairman, Chris Marais
with their children, Arlo, William and
made this possible.”
Monty at the site of the new ground.
Eamonn and Brian McGurk of
McGurk Group added, “We are delighted to be partnering with Tetbury RFC
at this exciting point in its development. We hope to bring our considerable
construction capability and knowledge to the project and deliver a superb
facility. It’s also part of our continued support of grassroots sport in
Gloucestershire, something we are very passionate about. We are confident
that Tetbury RFC is in safe hands as The McGurk Group commit to go above
and beyond expectations and have excellent customer retention because of
this.” Construction work is set to begin in the next couple of months.

A new thriving Tots Group enjoys a session with Coach, Stephen Knight

With fantastic coaches across the age groups, brilliant committee members
and dozens of amazing volunteers, it bodes well as the club is preparing for
one of the biggest moments in its history.

Gloucestershire Rugby News
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Tetbury RFC Senior XV
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COMBINATION ROUND-UP
Bristol & District Combination 2019 AGM
At the 2019 GRFU AGM, Lyn Smith stepped down as Bristol & District
Combination Representative for GRFU. Lyn has been a superb conduit for
information between the Combination’s member clubs and GRFU. Lyn’s
wise counsel will be missed at the various GRFU meetings. However, his
replacement, Rob Groves, returns to the fold and will be welcomed by
the various committees he now joins.
During the Combination’s AGM, Chairman, Adrian Siddorn, proposed,
on behalf of the Management Committee, to confer Life Membership
on four Members. To stress the rarity of this occasion, Adrian told the
meeting that The Combination had only ever recognised two previous
Life Members. Adrian explained “This honour is to recognise the
individuals’ outstanding service to Bristol Combination over a very long
time”.
These men have a glittering rugby career spanning over fifty years which
we briefly outline below.

and Combination member user clubs. It is thanks mainly to Sandy that
they have this facility.
Additionally, Sandy served the Combination via his senior roles within
Gloucestershire RFU as:
President 2001-2003
Original Chairman of the County Rugby Action Plan Committee.
Unfortunately, two of the new Life Members were unable to attend the
AGM due to health issues. The Committee will award the remaining two
life memberships at an appropriate occasion.

Roy Phillips

Mike Shore – current President of Bristol &
District Combination
Originally of Avonmouth OBs
RFC
Combination Management
Committee member for more
than 50 years
Combination President from
1992 to present
Founder of the modern
Combination Cup
competition
Trustee of Lockleaze Ground
and now Trustee of Lockleaze
Sports Centre, having worked
with Sandy Mitchell over
many years to deliver the LSC
facility
Additionally, served the
Combination via his senior
roles within Gloucestershire
RFU as:
Mike Shore receiving his award from
GRFU U18 Representative
Adrian Siddorn
Chair for several decades
GRFU President 1991-1993
Mike’s service to youth Rugby in the County has been recognised by
the Mike Shore Trophy awarded annually to the outstanding Under 20s
player in Gloucestershire.

Roy Phillips receiving his award at home from Sandy Mitchell, Jeff Tyler &
Tony Swash

Roy Phillips has been a major figure in local rugby in Bristol for many decades.
Having been born and bred in Bristol, Roy moved back to his home city
after working for Lloyds Bank in Worcester, playing rugby and doing National
Service in the RAF. He joined Cotham Park RFC in 1956 as a second row
forward. During those early days, Roy’s home became the venue for the odd
nocturnal partying if Saturday night club revellers so decided, which tended to
include sizeable rations of sausages and chips. Roy has since said that ‘The Park’
turned out to be the corrective training establishment that he and most of his
colleagues had unwittingly sought. As it was and is so often the case, established
players become committee members. Roy soon followed that path, eventually
becoming club Hon. Secretary and Hon. Treasurer. Roy learned a great deal
about managing the club on a shoe string, while continuing to learn a good bit
about playing rugby. Much later, when Cotham Park relocated from Filton,
Roy was able to assist the club to buy its own ground at Beggar Bush Lane,
including coordinating and driving major fund-raising campaigns. We are told
Sandy Mitchell – current Vice Chairman of
that members often wondered where materials for the construction of the
Bristol & District Combination
club came from!! Over several decades Roy has given outstanding service to
Cotham Park RFC.
Originally of Bristol Saracens
While continuing to support Cotham Park as best he could until the present
RFC and now a member of
day, Roy moved towards serving the game as an administrator. He supported
Clifton RFC
Bristol & District Rugby Football Combination in several capacities, also over
Combination Chairman 2001several decades. Utilising his very successful banking career financial prowess,
2011
Roy served the Combination as Hon. Treasurer from 1972-79 and, from those
Current Combination Vice
early 1970s, Roy has continued to loyally serve on Bristol Combination’s
Chairman
Management Committee until 2018. During that period, Roy was also a Trustee
Combination Hon. Secretary
for the old Filton Combination Ground. He was very actively involved with
1974-2001 and 2005-2006
Bristol Combination’s Lockleaze Ground, throughout construction and beyond
Combination Management
the fairly recent grand opening of its impressive new Lockleaze Sports Centre.
Committee member for more
13/10/2018 11:35
Parallel to those activities, Roy also found time to be Commercial Manager
than 50 years
for Bristol Combination, coordinating advertisements for the handbook and
Trustee of Lockleaze Ground
agreeing sponsorship deals. This was, initially, with long-term Cup sponsors,
for several decades and Head
Charles Saunders and during more recent seasons, with current sponsors
Trustee of the new Lockleaze
Wadworth Brewery.
Sports Centre Trust
Roy was also a member of the Gloucestershire RFU Management Committee
Sandy has been the key
for many years and was the County’s Hon. Treasurer from 1979 until 1993.
driver in delivering the new
Roy represented the County as an RFU Council Member from 1991-1997 and
Lockleaze Sports Centre,
again from 1998-2003. He became GRFU President in 1993 for 2 years until
working tirelessly with Bristol
1995, before GRFU awarded a Life Membership to Roy in 2003, an accolade
City Council, planning and Sandy Mitchell receiving his award from
Adrian Siddorn
bestowed on just 20 people in GRFU’s 128-year history.
legal advisors, contractors,
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Brian [AKA Ben] Jordan
Ben has been an
active participant in
Rugby at all levels.
He was GRFU
President from 2009
to 2011 and an active
member of the GRFU
Committee for over
30 years, including
working on the
County Disciplinary
C o m m i t t e e
and being Club
Representative.
He worked with
the Bristol & District
Combination, acting
as Treasurer from
Club stalwart Ben Jordan accepting the
1980 to 2012 and a Combination Cup in October 2018, on behalf of
Trustee for the old Clifton Rugby, from Chairman, Adrian Siddorn
Combination Ground
at Lockleaze from 1970 to 2017.
Ben’s rugby playing career started with Clifton when he joined in
1962. He played in the lower sides and was captain of the B XV for
several seasons. As his playing career came to a close, he took on Club
administrative roles. These included Fixture Secretary, Team Secretary,
Referee Appointments Coordinator, Assistant Treasurer, Chairman of
Ground Committee, Player Registrar, 200 Club Administrator and NCA
Representative. At one time he was writing for 4 newspapers in his
role as Press Secretary, while being the Match PA Announcer. He truly
deserves the accolade “Mr Clifton”.
Although Ben was totally dedicated to Clifton RFC, he was always
aware of the bigger rugby picture; thus his involvement with the RFU,
County, NCA and the Combination. Nobody involved themselves in
rugby activities outside of Clifton as much as Ben. Sadly, in recent years,
he has suffered from Parkinson’s disease, but carried this burden without
complaint until recently, when he was forced to relinquish his rugby
activities.
During the off season he was an accomplished cricketer, playing for the
Bristol Bohemians Club and also acting as a respected umpire.

Book a van for your next rugby event & earn 10% kick back for
your club funds!
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Cheltenham & District Combination
Quorums – it’s a tricky business

The AGM of the Cheltenham & District Combination at the end of
June had problems. Access to the Cheltenham clubhouse was blocked
by major roadworks and only 6 people found their way round the
barriers. Needing a quorum of seven, we could not hold the elections,
even though no positions were contested and all present agreed the
incumbents would normally be re-elected. We therefore decided to
call a brief EGM to precede our next Executive Committee meeting in
September.
Subsequent consultation of the Constitution showed that in fact the
quorum requirement for seven members to be present applied only to
Committee meetings - there was no quorum requirement for an AGM.
This meant that our agreement on re-election was valid, though we did
carry on to confirm it at the EGM. This went through unanimously.
Unfortunately, the committee meeting that immediately followed was,
itself, inquorate, since only 6 members had turned up. The constitution
can only be changed at an AGM or EGM after a prescribed 3 weeks’
notice of any proposals. That did not stop us having a long discussion
about the most appropriate size for our quorums.
Lack of a quorum merely means that action cannot be taken on any
decisions taken at the meeting until they have been validated by a
subsequent quorate meeting.
Have you checked your club Constitution?

Pitch problems for Norton RFC

Norton RFC face its biggest challenge to date. Established in 2011,
Norton is the quintessential village team, yet with big aspirations. That,
however, appears to be in jeopardy as the future of the club is under
threat with the advent of a housing development adjacent to its pitch.
The proximity of new housing to the playing field has led to problems
with rugby balls breaching the pitch and potentially leading to property
damage.
Houses encroach on the pitch
Although Norton Rugby were on the site for several years prior to the
new housing development, its presence seems to have been overlooked
at the planning stage.
The rugby club has been seeking a temporary solution, but the issue
from the residents’ perspective has not abated. To overcome the
challenge, it will require a significant structure surrounding 3 sides of the
pitch at huge cost to the club, which it simply cannot meet. Therefore,
Norton Rugby faces the very real prospect of relocation outside of the
village or, possibly worse, closure.
At a time when rugby union participation levels in England are declining
year on year, Norton Rugby has bucked that trend.

They were there first!
With 25+ players training week on week Norton Rugby was in the
process of setting up a 2nd XV for the first time in the club’s history.
Such plans have sadly slowed as the playing facilities debacle rumbles on.
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WOMEN & GIRLS
An Easy Sunday Game

– by Reverend Joy
I have never really been a sporty person. I believe I
have said it before but I justify it all again…
It started with one horrific primary school sports
day with not enough teachers on duty and nobody
to escort the little ones to the bathrooms. That
was frankly enough to mar me for life and, since
that day, I have maintained stoically that school
sports are designed to make anyone, not already
skilled and popular, feel like a social misfit.
I might perhaps have fared better if my secondary
school hadn’t followed it up with the obligatory
two sports day activities for each child, with house
points to boot. Naturally, the first pick went to
those with any sporting ability. I don’t begrudge
them that privilege, but it left a weird array of
activities behind for the motley crew to pick
through. Which means what I mostly remember
is endless attempts at long jump (despite being
the shortest in the class). Also, the horrible year
they made me do high jump in spite of the fact
that, without my glasses on, I have no depth
perception. My vision is bad enough that as soon
as I got close there was no bar to jump over. What
could possibly make this worse? (If the activity next
to me was javelin and the older boys (including
my brother) happened to be laughing at my dismal
attempts all the way through.)
Through my school years I would book as many
music lessons as possible over gym (because
if you missed half, they wouldn’t make you
change). It helped that at any one time I had three
instrumental lessons to book in through the week.
Except for the odd game of rounders and hockey
in the rain (which is fabulous), plus one term of
netball (which sucks), I did one term on the gym kit
(mostly rowing) and one term of yoga during sixth
form. For 13 years at school that was it.
As of a few days ago I have been ill for ten years.
Ten years with chronic fatigue and I never thought
that it would teach me to enjoy sports.

Exercise is now enjoyable

Regular exercise is now a significant part of my
health care, a part of pacing and recovery. It’s a
fine line but I tend to get more tired whether I do
too much (not surprising), or if I do too little (not
what I expected). And over the years I have been
capable of progressively managing more. This was
definitely a steady progression.
From walking, to cycling (outdoor velodrome),
to swimming, to weightlifting. That is not counting
the really weird experiments along the way
including: pole fitness, trampolining (turns out
not a fibro sensitive sport at all), plus roller derby
(where most of the team had nose piercings and
they were all super nice, but I realised I don’t do
wheels). I have gone from strength to strength.
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The more she does the better she feels

But this month I am celebrating my first ever
rugby match!!
So, with a very stressful job, with games on
Sundays, with chronic fatigue and chronic pain…
why rugby?

A great day out with team mates

It’s the fun of the challenge…….
As with my weightlifting, I’m a huge fan of a
challenge, particularly the kind of challenge I might
have some hope of being good at. My school
would never pay to insure girls to play rugby when
I was younger. (This was a hideous oversight that
is thankfully being amended in many schools these
days, though not fast enough for my liking). Turns
out that is because insurance is definitely needed.
However, it also means I missed out on a sport
in which being short and stubby seems to be,
not only tolerated, but in many cases, a distinct
advantage. It’s a sport that encourages strength
and resilience; a sport that hones your ability to
charge straight in to the opposition. It is also a
sport that enables the player to alleviate any of the
stress and hassle of day to day ministry in a safe and
controlled environment. I maintain that this is very
helpful for the members of my congregations…
little do they know it.
The fabulous company……

That is a simple fact. With most rugby teams,
you get the joy of a whole group behind you
(particularly if you are playing 2 in the scrum), the
teamwork and the socials. More than that, my
current team, The Thornbees, are made up of
some of the most incredible women going. They
are fierce, funny, loyal and kind. Break your finger
in practice and they will unwind their own bindings
just to wrap up yours. They loan you their knee
pads and let you steal their shampoo. When you
get dumped, they buy you a beer and give you a
hug. The incredible welcome us newcomers got
this year was golden.
I am super proud to be part of a team that lets
other teams rearrange dates rather than just getting
points (because win or lose we all just want to play
together). And I am super proud to be part of a
team that is full of encouragement and kind words
(even mid-game). I’m even more proud they are
not the kind of team that insults one another on
the pitch and gets shouted at by the coach on the
side-lines while they are winning (already seen this
season).
Thornbury Ladies really are the bees’
knees…
The joy of the unexpected:
I never expected to be playing rugby. I definitely
never expected to be enjoying it. But as it happens
it is regularly the highlight of my week and, with a
job I love so much, that really is saying something!
It also comes with bonuses I couldn’t have
expected…
I get to call myself a hooker in the presence of
my bishop.
I get to wave at members of my congregations
on the side-line, when they turn up just to check I
wasn’t lying when I said I was going to play.
I get a break in the middle of services on Sunday
that involves something a little more strenuous
than Netflix and chilling.
And, in unexpected fashion, that means I get to
hang out with at least 14 other amazing ladies,
several times a week for a few hours, when I don’t
wear the collar and I am not expected to be polite.
And even then, sometimes it surprises you…
Off
to
celebrate
Harvest at the end
of the match but
some girls took a little
longer to get ready…
The weirdest part of
it? Earlier this year
I officiated at her
wedding!

I love my job, I love
my rugby and my
ministry team can just
about cope with me
doing both, provided
I don’t break anything.

13/10/2018 11:35

Thornbees line up for a prayer to win
Thornbees will be friends for life

1 month in to my 10-year anniversary and I am
giving thanks for the gift of strength.
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Managing U18 Girls – by Steve Harvey [Dings U18 Girls Team Manager]
Thinking of managing a girls’ rugby squad? Read on…
For me, it’s been one
of the most rewarding
things I have ever
done. However, it’s
a real roller coaster
ride of highs and lows
and not something to
be attempted lightly.
Luckily, I had some great
mentors in the early
days, Nick Humphries
at Cleve RFC and Patrick
Cook at Somerset,
were
inspirational.
This is my sixth season
in management and
I’m still as enthusiastic
about girls’ rugby as I
ever was. From a start
at Bristol Telephones,
managing U13s, I have

Dings U18 Girls supporting YoungMindsUK #HelloYellow

gone on to look after U18s at Somerset, Cleve and now Dings Crusaders.
Each one presented new opportunities and challenges.  I’ve learned a lot in
that time and met some great people along the way.
So, if you are thinking of starting a new squad, or taking on the job of
managing an established side, here’s my week, to give you a flavour of what
to expect. Good luck!
It’s Sunday evening and I’ve just got back from the game. It’s been a long
day but there’s still work to be done. I’m currently managing the Dings
Crusaders U18 Girls’ squad and loving every minute of it. Today we played
against a local side at home, which is nice, but we could have been anywhere
from Plymouth to Worcester. If there’s one thing you can say about girls’
rugby, there’s travel involved. So back to it. I have a camera full of pictures,
a video to edit, e-mails, messages to be sent and social media to update. I
finally finish around 8pm satisfied the week is wrapped up and we can reset
for the next game.
I like to keep an active presence for the squad on Social Media, so Monday
is the get-go day for creating this week’s game poster. That done, I can now
focus on matters more mundane. There’s the tour to discuss with other
section leaders, kit to be washed, opposition to confirm for Sunday, catering
to be ordered, a referee to arrange and any other issues that come up and
there are many that do.
By Wednesday I’m already spinning plates, but it’s training night, so at least I
get away from my desk. For me, training is a great opportunity to interact with
the grown-ups whilst the coaches work with the girls. A big part of my job is
engaging with the parents and guardians of the squad I manage. Keeping them
informed means keeping them happy and that’s not to be underestimated.
They are the oil
that keeps the gears
turning smoothly. A
quick meeting with the
coaches ends the night
and I’m home; that kit
still needs washing, oh
well there’s always
tomorrow.

It’s all about teamwork and camaraderie
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I’m
not
actively
recruiting right now;
I spent all summer
doing that but let’s
keep the profile high.
Thursday and Friday, I
work on a new promo
video and some social
media posters. Letting
everyone know we are
here and maintaining
our presence in the
rugby community has
worked well this year.
It’s not all about us
though, let’s share the
love and promote the
whole of girls’ rugby.
Sharing and liking and
commenting on social
media, is a common

theme for me throughout the week. Hang-on the kit! OK that’s done.
Working from home does have certain benefits.
Finally, Saturday I get to kick back and go watch a game, usually the Bears
Women if I can. Only the match day bits and pieces to organise for
tomorrow, I’ll do that on the way home.

Dings U18 Girls go over the line

Sunday is game day and it’s manic. Luckily this week my son is playing at
home (Dings) so we arrive at the club around 9.30; otherwise it’s a mad
dash to the club for the afternoon. By 12.30 I’m back in girls’ mode, setting
up the changing rooms, shirts to hang, Jaffa Cakes, Vaseline, Tape and other
accoutrements to lay out. The girls arrive at 1pm so help is at hand. There’s
a real buzz now as they mill about filling water bottles, I set out the field kit,
pump up balls and get ready for the off. By 1.30 music is blaring from the
changing room, how I hate Grime. Finally, the referee calls everyone out
onto the field and we are ready for the whistle.
By 3.30 all the week’s work has delivered a great game, win, lose or draw,
everyone is smiling and that’s my goal. We’ve had ups and downs in our
games both last season and this. For me though, if everyone has enjoyed
themselves, we are winning, regardless of the score line.
Now to check if everyone is OK. I like to make sure everyone had a good
game and got something from it and I mean everyone. You will often see
me running across the car park after players and parents I see disappearing,
before I’ve had chance to have a chat. For me this is a key part of what I do.
Good communications and knowing the mood of the squad, helps keep a
good atmosphere and develop a healthy culture. My philosophy is a happy
player is a regular player, is a player that will develop and continue playing and
that, in my humble opinion, is good for the individual, the club and the game.
The day done I can go home and consider it time well spent. Now who do
we have next week……
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WORLD CUP
Young Stroud player selected as an England
Mascot in Japan
[Our thanks to Stroud Journal for their assistance with this article]

It all started with an email from Premiership Rugby inviting participants to:
“Win a day to remember at the Gallagher Premiership Rugby Final 2019 and a
chance to be a Land Rover mascot at Rugby World Cup 2019™”
Check out Cecily’s winning rap video on the GRFU website
https://www.grfu.org/cecilys-winning-rwc-rap
Cecily Early, a member of the Stroud U11s, submitted an online video
demonstrating how she embodies the values of rugby. This was sent with
only five minutes to spare before the cut-off, as the family had to research
how to create the correct format!! Cecily knew that, to be a winner, the
video had to be different, hence the musical element. Cecily’s strong case
showed how she is passionate about grassroots rugby, displaying integrity,
courage, pride, composure and capability.  Teamwork; Respect; Enjoyment;
Discipline and Sportsmanship [TREDS] are the core values of Rugby Union;
values that Cecily and her fellow players are taught from a very early age.
The thrill of leading the England Squad onto the World Cup pitch

“It’s amazing, I can’t believe I’ll be going out to Japan. I think I will be a bit
nervous, but I’ll also be very excited to meet the players. I am a huge England
fan, so I really hope they win.

Cecily Early at Twickenham – the start of her journey to Japan

Cecily could barely contain her excitement after being named as an Official
Mascot for Rugby World Cup 2019, in Japan this year, courtesy of an Official
Worldwide partner, Land Rover.
Attending the Gallagher Premiership Rugby Final with her family, as part of
her prize, Cecily received a behind the scenes tour of Twickenham Stadium
from Rugby World Cup 2003 winning captain, Martin Johnson.

Cecily and Florence getting autographs from Tuilagi and Mako Vunipola.

“I submitted a rap video explaining how I like to play rugby, work as a team
and score tries. I never thought I would then be selected.

At the conclusion of the tour, Johnson
revealed the surprise by presenting Cecily
with a bespoke ceremonial Rugby World
Cup 2019 Land Rover cap, one of nine caps
issued to selected mascots from the UK.

Cecily’s ceremonial
World Cup cap
Cecily and her Mum, Louise,
flew directly to Tokyo where
they
visited
the
Tokyo
Government Building Fanzone
before travelling next day to
Kobe by bullet train

Having flown to Japan for a
four-night trip including flights
and accommodation, Cecily led
England out when they played
USA at Kobe Misaki Stadium.
Before
departure,
Cecily
admitted she was counting
down the days.
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One of the four full rehearsals having arrived 5 hours before KO

“Meeting Martin Johnson was incredible. He was telling me what to expect
when I ran out and how amazing the experience will be.”
13/10/2018 11:35

Cecily and her family enjoy a shopping trip in Kobe
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Just as well Cecily’s mum, Louise, managed to get their passports updated in
time before sending off the video, as a valid passport was a condition of entry
into the competition.

A very special memory

Cecily in The Tunnel with the USA Mascot, flag bearers and ball carrier

As a Worldwide Partner of Rugby World Cup 2019 (RWC 2019), Land
Rover recruited 96 youngsters to win a once in a lifetime opportunity to be
a match day mascot at the prestigious tournament in Japan. Highlighting Land
Rover’s commitment to grassroots rugby, 67 youngsters, aged between 7-13
years old from Japan and 29 youngsters from other competing nations, were
selected to walk out onto the pitch alongside a national team at one of the 48
matches from 20 September to 02 November, 2019.

A moment never to be forgotten

Having just celebrated her 12th Birthday, Cecily is now settling in with Old
Richians Girls’ Squad, but they need more players to join them. Cecily would
love to promote girls’ rugby and encourages girls to give it a try…. just look
where it took her!!

Cecily and Louise with Sam
Hughes who runs the mascot
programme for Land Rover

Land
Rover
ambassador
Johnson added: “This is a fantastic
opportunity for Cecily and her
family, it will be something they
will never forget, you could see
how much it meant to her.
“The grassroots game around
the country is thriving and
it’s great that Land Rover can
connect grassroots rugby with
the very top of the game. Japan
will be an incredibly unique
place to watch rugby. I have no
doubt it will be another historic
tournament.”
Hopefully the photos give you
an insight into the most fabulous
adventure, that has provided
Cecily and her family with so All kitted out and nervously waiting to
travel to the Stadium in style
many amazing memories.
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The end of a wonderful World Cup adventure for the Early family
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SPONSORSHIP
WADWORTH
Team of the Month
Wadworth Team of the Month award
from Gloucestershire RFU, has been
given to Chosen Hill Former Pupils RFC.
The Award was presented to CHFPRFC
for the way it has started the season
undefeated and its superior point tally
over the 3 games.

Wadworth Team of the Month
presented by Mike Heath

Kingswood Under iLites
Kingswood RFC Chairman, Derek Golding, said the club was delighted to win the iLite competition, set up by GRFU in conjunction with the suppliers. Clubs
were invited to enter this competition to win 8 FREE portable floodlights worth £6,400.  A panel was set up to choose the winning entry which put forward
the best case.
Derek said “Since winning the iLites, our training
sessions have been so much better and more
flexible. We would never have been able to use
such a vast area before and many of the club’s
sections (Jnr, Touch, Walking) would have had to
either stop by now, or pay large additional sums of
money to use an astro turf pitch.”
“The lights are very simple to use. They have
quick release clamps for the tripod style legs and
extension poles for the actual LED lamp.  You can
carry two or three at a time as each unit has a
long strap allowing them to be thrown over your
shoulder. They’re not heavy, but sturdy enough
that they cope with a good breeze when set up
and can take a bit of bashing about in transit from
training store to pitch side.”
“Charging is simple, using the small threaded
plug and the power drain is so small that you can
charge many at a time without fear of tripping the Kingswood receiving its new iLites
The iLite Floodlights are portable and have 25% discount on these lights when ordering
power breakers.”
“These lights have made a huge difference to been designed to allow clubs to continue training the recommended 8 or more. Those clubs that
throughout the winter months. This minimises entered the GRFU competition will get an additional
our club and come highly recommended.”
The company that supplies our clubs with iLites, the costs of winter training and maximises pitch 10% in appreciation for getting involved and helping
Linear Guidance Illumination (LGI) is delighted rotation. These lights can illuminate separate training to raise awareness of the product via social media.
to be working with Gloucestershire RFU as the areas so that the main pitches do not have to be The clubs who entered were Brockworth, Old
Official Portable Floodlight Supplier. LGI has been used. So, whether you have one or multiple teams Bristolians, Cheltenham North, Hucclecote, Old
at the forefront of electroluminescent lighting over different age groups, the iLites are your perfect Cryptians, Spartans, Cheltenham Civil Service,
Cheltenham Saracens, Norton, Fairford, Chosen
technology since 2004. Innovation and technical partner.
LGI offers a free (no obligation) demo, so Hill Former Pupils, Bream, Cheltenham Tigers,
excellence have enabled LGI to design, develop
and manufacture flexible illumination products, you can see the benefits of the lights and discuss Longlevens and Avonmouth.
that are now becoming the standard for safe pricing, grants, etc. Easily transportable and erected For more information please call LGI on 01249
route and danger area demarcation for numerous in seconds, the iLite Floodlights are the ideal 819638 or email noelia.deira@lineargi.com
portable lighting solution. GRFU clubs are offered
industries worldwide.

13/10/2018 11:35

grfu.org
Kingswood enjoying the flexibility of training under spotlights
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RUGBY SPONSORSHIP CONSORTIUM (RSC)
RSC Bristol

RSC Gloucester

RSC Bristol launched on 10th September at the first Bristol Combination
meeting of the season. Andrew Starr, Chair, shared his gratitude to GRFU,
Bristol Combination and Lockleaze Sports Centre, for this platform to
introduce the local branch of The Rugby Sponsorship Consortium to member
rugby clubs.
GRFU sponsor, WADWORTH, supported the night with samples of Game
of Stones and Horizon. Bristol Bears Player, Joe Joyce, also attended, giving
an insight into his rugby journey, acknowledging the Combination Clubs he
has previously played for.

A member hosts Gloucester meeting at Brace Creative Agency

Left to right - Mark Williams (RSC Bristol), Kev Pope (RSC Gloucester Chair), Joe Joyce, Andrew Starr (RSC Bristol - Chair)

What is Rugby Sponsorship Consortium Bristol?
RSC Bristol is a not for profit organisation that has been set up to raise
money for grass root clubs through sponsorship from local businesses.
Many grass root clubs are at the heart of their communities but are struggling
to survive, against a backdrop of funding being reduced and, in some cases,
withdrawn.
Having spent some time trawling the region with his sons playing rugby,
Andrew Starr, Chairman, believes it’s apparent that there are some very
well-run clubs. However, there are also clubs clinging on from season to
season, with some falling by the wayside only for them to be snapped up by
developers and concreted over. Andrew feels that, “unless we draw a line
now and pull together, future generations will be lost to the sport we love and
our national team will be poorer for it.”
RSC Bristol aims to provide funds, services and benefits to Bristol
Combination Clubs, by raising business awareness & introducing members
to one another. The aim being to do more local business together while
supporting local rugby at the same time.
The committee is a group of committed businesses that meets to raise
awareness and funds for local grassroots rugby clubs within the Bristol
Combinations area. Andrew states “Over the last 9 months we have been
doing our homework, talking to key stakeholders and beneficiaries, to better
understand where we can complement community activity and best deliver
added value to clubs. It is based on the successful model that has been running
in the north of the county since 2018 by Kevin and his team. Above all, we
share a passion for rugby and we are all volunteers and have to juggle our role
with our day jobs, me included!”
What’s in it for the clubs?
RSC will raise money from sponsors’ membership fees to help grassroots
clubs not just survive but thrive by way of offering grants. It aims to do this by
inviting businesses to join the consortium, networking at events and thereby
creating business opportunities, which raises funds for clubs who also attend
such events.
Clubs can apply for financial grants from RSC Bristol or buy services from
the businesses within the Consortium at preferential rates.
In addition, RSC Bristol will be setting up a Buying Consortium – by
combining the clubs’ buying power, they aim to negotiate cost reductions
in key areas of day to day spending. Working with GRFU to identify club
key spends, attention will be given to these areas to reduce clubs’ costs on
purchasing goods and services.
RSC Bristol has been established BY local businesses FOR local businesses
with and for the support of local rugby.
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One of the members of RSC Gloucester, Brace Creative Agency, hosted
a recent breakfast networking event that was very well supported by its
members.
Having signed up new members and seen so many familiar faces, the RSC
was delighted that it was such a successful meeting. They said that it was a
very valuable opportunity for everyone to get together and share ideas with
other like-minded people. The positive feedback from attendees was well
received by the RSC.
It is striving to make these events as beneficial as possible for its members,
so the next few months are set to be an exciting time for the RSC. With more
events than ever being planned and the recent launch of Bristol, its community
is growing rapidly. Grassroots rugby remains at the core of everything that
the RSC does so, with this in mind, The Consortium actively encourages its
members to share ideas to expand the RSC even further.

Members share best practice at the breakfast meeting

As a member of the RSC, you will be invited to meetings, usually held at
sporting venues. There is also the opportunity to host events at your place
of business, to meet past and present professional rugby players, coaches
and staff. Above all, clubs can offer their current sponsors these same
opportunities by inviting them along to the events.
Follow @rsc_sponsors on Twitter and like @SponsorsRSC on Facebook to
learn of upcoming events, as well as new members joining with their specific
offers to be enjoyed by the RSC member clubs.
If you are looking to host an event at your club, business or organisation,
get in touch today to find out more. All future events are on the RSC
website.
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PERFECT FOR COACHES AND CLUBS, KEEPING TRAINING ON THE MOVE.

ILITE CANNON

IGHTS
PORTABLE FLOOD L
GBY
FOR GRASSROOTS RU

ILLUMINATE YOUR TRAINING
6,000 LUMENS
BUILT IN LITHIUM BATTERY
20,000+ HOURS OF LIGHT
7KG IN WEIGHT
IP67 RATED
WITHSTANDS UP TO 30MPH WINDS

www.lineargi.com
noelia.deira@lineargi.com
01249 819638
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FACILITIES & FUNDING
Update from Tony Swash – Facilities & Funding Sector Head
Risk Assessments Programme
It’s been an expensive World Cup year, with no Autumn Internationals’
revenue, together with the Twickenham South Stand spends being higher
than budget. The RFU has been further affected financially than had been
hoped, by securing lower TV and other sponsorship contract revenues.  As
a consequence, there is a zero RFU capital grant budget for member clubs in
this financial year. That said, interest-free, long-term loan monies are available
towards the funding of eligible member clubs’, pre-approved, appropriate
investment projects.
However, despite this being a difficult year with appropriately revised
budgets, GRFU has still been able to help its member clubs in various ways.
Over the past 12 months, GRFU’s Facilities & Funding Sector has coordinated
a programme for three separate groups of member clubs. These clubs have
enjoyed RFU fully-funded risk assessment audits of their premises, resulting
in each club having a professional on-line live document. That document has
typically proved to be a very useful tool for clubs to use as a checklist, allowing
club officers to delegate actions to their members as required. It also enables
them to develop a programme scheduling regular checks of club equipment
and procedures. The benefit to the RFU of improved practices, should
reduce the recent upward trend of expensive insurance claims. Thereby
lowering RFU insurance premiums, with at least some of the saved monies
directed at grassroots rugby.
Every single eligible GRFU club that applied to participate in the audits,
conducted by RFU partner Veritas Risk Management Ltd, enjoyed the freeof-charge audit and subsequent access to post-audit help and advice from
Veritas.   Incidentally, GRFU is the leading CB, nationally, to embrace this
programme. In excess of 30% of the clubs that have been audited nationally,
up to October 2019, have been GRFU affiliated clubs. Those that participated
are:
Group 1 - Avonmouth OBs, Barton Hill, Aretians, St. Mary’s OBs, Bristol
Saracens, Stroud, Dursley, Old Cryptians, Gordon League, Tewkesbury
Group 2 - Cheltenham, Kingswood, Chipping Sodbury, Cheltenham North,

North Bristol, Cotham Park, Berry Hill, Whitehall, Cleve, Coney Hill, Dings
Crusaders
Group 3 - Stow-on-the-Wold, Old Patesians, Tetbury RFC, Old Elizabethans,
Clifton, Thornbury, Westbury-on-Severn, Brockworth, Spartans, Chosen Hill
FP
Ground Works
Given the current dearth of RFU grant monies available, GRFU also
invested a significant sum from its own reserves this year, to help member
clubs financially. It appointed RFU approved pitch contractors to conduct
Spring and Autumn 2019 pitch aerations. Undoubtedly, these aerations assist
efficient pitch drainage, reducing pitch damage during play when adverse
weather conditions prevail. They also help avoid inconvenient and often
expensive match cancellations. The clubs selected by local RDOs and GRFU’s
F&F Sector for the aerations were:
Old Centralians, Widden OBs, Hucclecote, Longlevens, Stroud,
Cirencester, Old Patesians, Avonmouth OBs, Thornbury, Kingswood, Broad
Plain, Whitehall
Bream RFC elected to have much needed financial support from GRFU to
fence off the remaining open section of their 1st XV pitch, thereby protecting
the pitch from wild boar damage.
iLite Portable Floodlights
GRFU has enjoyed a fantastic offer from iLite Portable Floodlights, with
eligible member clubs enjoying significant discounts on list prices from this
recommended source. (GRFU County Office will circulate full details to all
GRFU member clubs.)
As a special gesture at the launch of this offer, iLite also agreed to donate 8
x portable lights to a deserving GRFU member club and Kingswood RFC duly
received these at the start of this new season.
Should you need any advice for your club please contact Tony Swash at
facilities@grfu.org

ENGLAND RUGBY STAFF - Rugby Development Officer [RDO]
Following some recent changes, we would like to introduce you to
the Rugby Development Officers for Gloucestershire.
The team now comprises:
Neil Loader – neilloader@rfu.com – Stroud & Cheltenham
Ashley Stephens – ashleystephens@rfu.com – Forest of Dean &
Gloucester City
Ben Smith – bensmith@rfu.com – Bristol

RUGBY DEVELOPMENT OPERATING FRAMEWORK

Quote from Ben Smith:
“I would like to take this
opportunity to introduce myself
as the new Rugby Development
Officer for the Bristol area. I’m
taking over the great work put in
place by Becca O’Neil while she
is on secondment with the RFU.
I have been a Community Rugby
Coach [CRC] in Gloucestershire
for over 6 years, predominately
Left to right: Neil Loader, Ashley
based around the Cheltenham & Stephens and Ben Smith
Stroud. I’ve been providing on field
support to the clubs & schools to
help them either recruit, retain or re-engage players. I’m very much
looking forward to working in the Bristol area and, over the coming
13/10/2018
months, I hope to make visits to all the clubs, to see what hard work
you are already doing to provide rugby in your area to help grow the
game”.
RDO Overview
RDOs are generally the first port of call for clubs; there are three
working throughout Gloucestershire. They are responsible for the
provision of high quality, local development support to the clubs
within their area. They work to strengthen the capacity, membership
and performance of these clubs through a balanced club approach.
Below gives a brief overview of how the local delivery team of
professional RFU staff are working & how you can support more
players, matches & teams.
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For further information, please visit GRFU website via
https://www.grfu.org/club_development
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REFEREES
Bristol Referees Society – Rugby Youth Festival in Portugal
Having made our introductions and been informed of the schedule for the
The Portugal Rugby Youth Festival, an annual two-day event for age groups
from U13 to U19, celebrated its 11th anniversary last April, with Gloucester weekend, Saturday was when the real business began. Once kitted out in
and Bristol referees making a significant contribution to its match official team. tournament gear, we were assigned to specific pitches on which we rotated
Having grown over recent years, the tournament now makes use of the entire in groups of 4-5 referees. The tournament involved both boys’ and girls’
premises of the impressive Lisbon University Sports Complex. It includes competitions, with local teams being joined by clubs and academies from
teams from 4 continents, with squads travelling from Australia, Europe, England, Ireland, France, USA, Australia and Namibia, to name but a few.  
Africa and USA. With local Portuguese clubs having to qualify and visitors Matches were 20 or 30 minutes long – depending on the age group – without
including professional academies, the standard of rugby was exemplary and an interval; a unique challenge when refereeing the 15-a-side game, with
highly competitive. Referees were also invited from afar, with local officials most of us in the middle for 5-6 matches each. Returning to our hotel in
being joined by representatives from various overseas societies. The latter the evening, we gratefully made short work of our dinner, having thoroughly
included both the Bristol Referees Society – represented this year by Fraser enjoyed a long day of rugby.
On Sunday morning we were back in action, our tired legs getting a real
Gray, Ricardo Sant’Anna and myself, Ciaran Elster – and the University of
Gloucestershire’s Referee Scholarship – who sent our fellow Bristol referee workout as the games intensified. The team spirit amongst all the referees
Ben Wood along, with Gloucester and District Referees Society member, present really came to the fore on the second day of the tournament; the
supportive environment greatly enhancing the experience. Matches were
Ben Simpson.
Fraser and I met rather bleary-eyed at Bristol Airport on the Friday morning. generally close on the Sunday, many of them finishing with less than one score
Our good fortune at being selected for such an exciting opportunity, more between the teams, meaning officials needed to remain sharp throughout.
than compensating for the painfully early hour at which we had to rise for The finals were all played on the main pitch, with Fraser running the line for
our flight. Whereas Fraser is a seasoned referee with experience in a variety two of them and Ben Wood taking the middle, assisted by Ben Simpson and
of countries, it was an unknown novelty for me to travel so far from my Ricardo for the Boys U19 Final.
No event of this scale could ever
adopted hometown on officiating duty. However, such was the level of
organisation at the Portugal Rugby Youth Festival, that the logistics of travel and run so successfully without some
accommodation was never a cause for concern. Met on arrival and driven fantastic work being put in off the field.
to our hotel on the outskirts of Lisbon, we instantly felt in safe hands. With Bernardo Costa Duarte and his team
a large bus shuttling all referees from the hotel to the tournament venue on of Move Sports and Portugal Rugby
both the Saturday and Sunday, I travelled in considerably more comfortable Youth Festival staff and volunteers,
vehicles than the battered-looking second hand bicycle that, until recently, I worked tirelessly to ensure that
all pitches were match-ready, that
pedalled to various clubs in the Bristol Combination!
With Ricardo and the two Bens already in Lisbon when we arrived, we match balls were in plentiful supply,
met up with them and Nayara Lima, a Brazilian (former World Cup 7s and that teams were punctual and that
Olympic) referee now refereeing in Ireland. We took advantage of the results were accurate. Ferdinando
opportunity to see some of Lisbon’s impressive sights; Ricardo and Nayara’s de Sousa and Dana Teagarden, both
bilingualism a major help in us navigating the public transport! In a typical highly accomplished referees in
example of how paths can repeatedly cross within refereeing, it took Fraser their own right, not only managed
and Nayara the best part of an hour to work out they had last seen each other
round a Bedouin camp fire at the
A combined Bristol-Gloucester effort
Dubai 7s!
to officiate the U19 Boys Final!
Our inaugural visit to the
the schedule, but
venue – the University of
also went from pitch
Lisbon’s Sports Complex – was
to pitch observing
a Welcome Meeting, which
games, offering helpful
gave us the opportunity to meet
feedback and guidance
the organisers, the coaches
on our performances.
of the various teams and our
With
the
rugby
fellow referees. In addition to
Bristol being represented by an
Fraser keeping a close eye on matters during the concluded by about
U15 Boys Final
7pm,
tournament
Englishman, a Scot, a Brazilian
organisers
very
and an Irishman, the overall
generously treated us to some refreshments followed by some fine local
match official team was a truly
cuisine in a nearby restaurant. Spirits were high, with everyone clearly having
international mix, comprising
enjoyed the two days of rugby and delighted with how smoothly everything
referees from Manchester, Brazil,
had run. Some jokes may have been made late in the evening about one
Spain, Zimbabwe, Germany
particular referee getting severely sunburnt, but no names…
and, of course, Portugal. The
level of enthusiasm for the
Myself, the double-act of Bens
event was plain to see from Enjoying the sights of Lisbon. L-R: Fraser
and Tati Rossi Yunta, a Madrid
Gray (Bristol Referees Society), Ben
both the Festival personnel and
referee, take a leisurely stroll
Simpson (Gloucester and District Referees
from the staff of Move Sports, Society), Ricardo Sant’Anna, Ben Wood
around Lisbon before going our
the company tasked with (both Bristol), Nayara Lima (a Brazilian
separate ways home. It may be
noticeable in this photo that
organising the logistics of the referee currently based in Dublin), Ciarán
one referee forgot to pack sun
13/10/2018 11:35
weekend.
The commitment Elster (Bristol).
cream...

from DoveMen+Care, the
primary sponsor, was also
a major contributor to the
scale of the event and to the
outstanding facilities both on
and off the field.
Bristol Referees Society
members in Portugal Rugby
Youth Festival kit.
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Monday was a day of farewells,
with referees leaving in dribs and
drabs to return to their respective
homelands. Having formed such a close-knit group in such a short period of
time, it was easy to forget most of us had only met three days previously, but
paths are bound to cross again within the rugby community! The last two to
leave, it was Tuesday evening by the time Fraser and myself touched down in
Bristol, both of us having taken a great deal from the weekend. Lots learned
on the field and some great laughs off it. Anyone lucky enough to attend
future editions of the Portugal Rugby Youth Festival are in for an unforgettable
weekend!
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Bristol Referees Society – United World Games 2019 in Austria

Bristol Referees Society were invited to provide 3 referees for the United
World Games 2019 in Klagenfurt, Austria. Pete Dixon, Mike Gray and James
Maby, were lucky enough to be selected to represent the Society, with Steve
Leyshon travelling to coordinate and manage the referees.

The referee team were housed in some fantastic accommodation 15 mins
away from the stadium.
The competition encapsulated a large range of ages and abilities, from
Under 10s to Under 18 boys and 2 girls’ age groups of Under 15s and U18s.
The referees were asked to referee all age groups which provided its own
challenges. The first games started at 9am and were intended to finish at
around 6pm. However, due to thunder storms on both Friday and Saturday,
this meant that we had one hour breaks and finished around the 19.15 mark.
There was a court session to sort the heinous crimes through the day with
lots of laughs and beers to finish off.
One of many highlights of the week’s games was the Opening Ceremony,
seeing how many countries came to participate and understand the grandeur
of the event. A poignant moment was a memorial as one of the organisers
sadly passed away one month before the tournament.
It was great to see Bristol referees being part of the Finals Day - Mike
refereed the U18s 3rd place play off, Pete assistant refereeing in the Under
18s Final and James refereeing the U16s Final.
It was a fantastic tournament and it was amazing to see how many
young people enjoyed playing rugby. It also brought a referee team
together, developing as a team and having so much fun sharing in a unique
occasion.

The United World Games is a sporting event that provides an Olympiclike atmosphere to young people, who wouldn’t get the opportunity to
experience this otherwise. The whole event contains 15 different sports
ranging from Floorball to Athletics. The competition took place over 3 days,
Friday to Sunday, with an Opening and Closing Ceremony. The rugby referee
crew was made up of 9 referees, 2 referee managers and 4 pitch managers
coming from 5 different countries.

A massive thank you must to go Renee, who hosted us all week, put up with
us all and provided us with transport and accommodation and such wonderful
hospitality.
Overall, it was a fantastic week, one that we will all treasure and remember,
not only for the rugby, but the people and friends we have made along the
way.
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Bristol Referees Society – Annual Awards 2019
At this year’s Bristol Referees dinner, held at Lockleaze Sports Centre,
presentations were made to Ben Wood, Oli Carey and Callum Hill. The
incoming Chairman, Ian Smith, with Ed Morrison, President, awarded Steve
Leyshon with Life Membership of the Society, marking the end of his 4-year
Chairmanship.

to meet other refs of a similar age and mindset. The Bristol Referee Society
has been amazing at supporting my development and growth this season and
I’m looking forward to its continued support.”

Oli Carey – Clubman of the Year

“I am chuffed to have received the Clubman of The Year Award at this
year’s celebratory dinner. It's been an enjoyable season, being more directly
involved within the Society in organising our international exchanges, 7s
tournaments and restoring our monthly socials at local combination clubs. It
has highlighted to me how volunteering is rewarding, beyond just our usual
on-field enjoyments when refereeing. It properly proves what was rather
well said on the night by our dinner MC Tony Swash; you get out of refereeing
what you put in!”

Bristol Referees Society –

Note from The President of the Society, Ed Morrison

Left to right: Callum Hill, Oli Carey, Ben Wood, Steve Leyshon

Engraved tankards were given to all those referees who have officiated at
50+ games during the season; Tony Swash, Adrian Johnstone, James Davies
and Adam Glen. These were presented by David John, ex Bristol Rugby
player and currently still playing for Ashley Down Old Boys RFC.

Tony Swash receiving his tankard from David John

Steve Hill has always been a great supporter of the Society and rugby within
Bristol; he was presented with an award to show the Society’s appreciation
of his good work over the years and his great write-ups in the Bristol Post.
Thornbury RFC picked up the Whistlers Trophy, which is based on the
hospitality and relationships between clubs and referees throughout the
season.

Other awards presented were:
Ben Wood – Most Improved Referee
“I could not have asked for a better end to a long and challenging season, than
to have been given the honour of refereeing the Bristol Combination Cup
Final and to receive the award for Bristol Society’s Most Improved Referee.
It was an extremely proud moment for me to collect this incredible award, in
front of the Society, at our fantastic Annual End of Season Dinner and I look
forward to continuing to improve next season!”

At the Society AGM in June, Steve Leyshon stood down as Chairman
after presiding over a 4-year period.
During his tenure, Steve has shown outstanding leadership qualities
in leading the Society through a hugely successful period. His total
commitment to the role ensured he gained the respect and trust of the
entire membership.
Steve, who enjoyed a hugely successful refereeing career, operating
for several seasons in the Premiership, gained appointments to the most
challenging of fixtures. Today he regularly turns out for the Society at local
level, where his knowledge and expertise are much valued by players
and coaches alike.
Steve’s expertise will not be entirely lost to the Society, as he has
agreed to support our incoming Chairman Ian (Smudge) Smith, as his
Vice-Chairman.
In recognition of the outstanding service Steve has given the Society,
it bestowed upon him its highest honour, that of Life Membership. The
incoming Chairman spoke passionately of the contribution Steve has
made to the Society over a number of years, no more so than the past
four when his leadership was much appreciated.
It was my pleasure to present Steve with his Life Membership
Certificate at the Society’s Annual Dinner on behalf of the membership.
Ian now takes over the Chair where, I feel confident, he will serve the
Society equally effectively as Steve. He can be sure the membership will
offer him total support throughout his tenure.
For many years Ian has been a popular figure within the Society, where
he too refereed at a high level, once his playing career concluded. A
former hooker and captain of his local club Yatton, he brings with him a
wealth of rugby experience.
In addition to Ian taking over the Chairmanship of the Society, he will,
with immediate effect, take on the additional responsibility of Chairing the
Bristol/Gloucester Federation.
I know I speak for the entire membership in wishing Ian a successful
and enjoyable tenure in the Chair.

CLUB DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOPS
South Gloucestershire:
Monday 18th November 18:30-20.:30
Lockleaze Sports Centre
Club Development Workshops
North Gloucestershire
Monday 25th
November 18:30-20:30
South Gloucestershire
Mon 18 November, 18:30-20:30
Lockleaze Sports Centre
Kingsholm
Stadium
18:30-20:30
Kingsholm Stadium
North Gloucestershire
Mon 25 November,
th
th

REGISTER
www.grfu.org
Register ONLINE:
online: www.grfu.org
Wor
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Callum Hill – Young Referee of the Year

“It was great to receive the Ed Morrison Young Referee of the Season Award
this year after a superb season of rugby. This year I’ve started to referee senior
rugby, which I have thoroughly enjoyed. One of the highlights I particularly
enjoyed this season was refereeing at a YMO 7s Tournament at Millfield.  I got
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MENTAL HEALTH
Dursley Ladies Rise to the GRFU Challenge of World Mental Health Day

Dursley Girls did their bit to support ‘Hello Yellow’

Dursley turned out in yellow to support World Mental Health Day, when they
played Bath 2nd team. It was a last-minute battle with the final play of the
game producing a 22-17 defeat for Dursley.
Dursley only had 15 players whereas Bath 2nds had 30, so Dursley did have
to borrow two ladies to give its players a rest!
Dursley can be very proud of its result against a club who get 60+ at training.
Forward of the match was Julianne Thomson, in her new position of
openside flanker and Maria Highlands took the backs’ title.

Dings U18
Girls do their
bit to support
YoungMindsUK
Enya Lackie, Captain of
Dings
Crusaders
U18
Girls, explained that they
were delighted to accept
the challenge of GRFU,
when they took to the
pitch on October 13th
against Chard RFC, wearing
yellow to raise awareness
of YoungMindsUK.
Not
only did players embrace
the yellow theme, but the
supporters and the referee
did too. YoungMindsUK is

13/10/2018 11:35

Issy Byrne and Morgan Caines
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an independent national charity, that aims to support young people, including
vulnerable and excluded children.
The club aspired to make this day a big event to present how important it
is to support mental well-being at all ages. This used to be a taboo subject
but, in this century, we have heightened our awareness of mental well-being
and how it is now socially acceptable to speak out about mental health. By
helping this independent charity, the players have raised awareness of mental
health issues and how, as a team, they can work together and support one
another.
Bo Osborn-Clarke, inside centre, stated that it was “a great experience to
see everyone rocking the yellow in support of YoungMindsUK and mental
health awareness as I hold it close to my heart”.
The players decorated themselves with yellow for the game, mostly by
painting their faces with war paint and wrapping yellow boot tape around
their boots. Whereas the supporters took a warmer approach with scarfs,
jumpers and yellow shoes. The referee, Peter Bacon also embraced the
challenge by donning the yellow war paint, contributing to the awareness of
the YoungMindsUK charity.
The enthusiastic atmosphere to promote YoungMindsUK, was a great
success for the charity and the club. Thank you to everyone who gave their
support for this cause.

A Profile on Rich Berry - The GRFU
Mental Health & Wellbeing Ambassador
Rich’s rugby career
started in the days
when you could play
senior rugby as a
thirteen-year-old boy.
In his first season he
played in the morning
at school and then in
the afternoon for Old
Bristolians 3rd XV.
He was educated and
played at St Brendan’s
College, Bristol, playing
county & combined
counties’
schools
rugby. Rich trained as a
PE Teacher for 4 years
in Cheltenham, where
he played for and
Rich Berry – GRFU Mental Health & Wellbeing
captained the College
Ambassador
club. After a short stint
playing for Cheltenham RFC and after graduation, he returned to Bristol and
resumed playing for Old Bristolians.
Rich’s coaching career has been very much focused around his club,
working with all age grade and senior players. In addition, he has coached
County schools’ sides and been involved in the Bristol Bears Academy for six
years. In May, Rich was selected to coach Team Greenwood, the NatWest
Barbarians South Team at Twickenham. He is planning to embark on the L3
Coaching Award this year.
This is how Rich got involved with the Gloucestershire Mental Health
Awareness Programme.
Q1. What was it that got you involved in RugbySafe and supporting
player welfare?
My life has always been associated with rugby, from growing up in a local
club to playing at school then graduating to senior rugby.
I have been associated with my club, Old Bristolians, for 46 years. I have
supported, played, captained and coached and now find myself as President.
In 2004 we started a mini & junior section and, as a teacher, I became coach
& safeguarding lead. From those early beginnings we now have a flourishing
cohort of 450 young players aged 5 to 18. In that time, I have moved on
professionally from being a PE teaching Deputy Headteacher in a mainstream
school, to a Headteacher in the specialist sector of social emotional mental
health.
I drew on this day-to-day experience to support my role as Club
Safeguarding & Welfare Officer. I also supported our CB Safeguarding Lead
in Gloucestershire. I was then invited to train as a Play it Safe deliverer, a role
I have been doing since June 2018

Coach in the Bristol Bears Academy. My coaching has developed hugely as
my knowledge from a professional standpoint has grown.
From my day-to-day role, my understanding of neuroscience and how the
brain grows, has influenced my interaction with the children I teach, but also
the children I coach. Professionally I was delivering talks on how to grow
mentally healthy young people in schools. Yet on a Sunday, I was seeing
behaviours from adults as coaches and parents that did not support this.
This prompted me to adapt my school-based presentations, to reflect the
need for a change in how adults coach kids and how parents support their
children. Gloucestershire CB gave me the opportunity to present to the
County Committee and from there, in November 2018, I was invited to be
the GRFU Mental Health & Wellbeing Ambassador.
Q3. What’s the most rewarding thing about your County role?
Since taking up the role I have presented at a large number of clubs, both
to coaches and parents. I have supported clubs who have suffered the loss
of senior and junior players to suicide and I have helped them signpost their
club members to local support services.
I believe my biggest impact is in supporting coaches and parents to
understand how to encourage more resilience in our young people. The talks
have been so successful within Gloucestershire that the word has spread. I
have now presented to clubs in Devon and Somerset as well as being invited
to speak at the Cornwall Coaching Conference. In addition, other CBs &
Referees Societies are now inviting me to present to them.
Q4. Tell us a bit about the photo or video that reflects the work you
are doing to promote RugbySafe best practice?

The photo shows me working with some young people in the Bears Academy
developing their thinking about ways that they can be more resilient.

Q5. Do you have any tips for other CBs/Clubs trying to improve
player welfare standards?
We need to remove the stigma around mental health. We have to be
aware that suicide in men is the biggest killer of men under the age of 45 in
this country. If we can prevent even one by being mental health aware, then
we are making a difference. We also have to be aware that 75% of mental
health issues are manifested in young people by the age of 15. I use a quote
by Frederick Douglas who said “It is easier to build strong children than repair
broken men”
Therefore, we have to grow resilience in our kids, through our fantastic
game, by letting them develop and learn as players to enjoy their playing
experience. We have to look at the national rugby survey and help clubs to
focus on taking out the negative behaviours, such as “shouting” “only playing
to win” “not letting me play where I want to play” and then we will go a
long way to keeping players in the Rugby Family and helping them to build
up their resilience.
Should any clubs wish to contact Rich for advice, or to set up a workshop at
your club, please contact him via email at: richberry@grfu.org

Q2. Tell us about your CB/Club roles and what you are doing to
improve player welfare?
In addition to my club role, I am also a Developing Player Programme
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VOLUNTEERS
Volunteering and its Surprising Benefits
Did you know that the benefits of volunteering can be greater for you than
they are for the organisation you are supporting? It can help you:

YOUR
COUNTY

• make friends
• learn new skills and even advance your career
• feel happier and healthier as it helps counteract the effects of stress,
anger and anxiety
• increase your self-confidence
• provide you with a sense of purpose
We all have busy lives so it can be hard to find time to volunteer. While
it’s true that the more you volunteer, the more benefits you’ll experience,
volunteering doesn’t have to involve a long-term commitment. Neither
does it need to take a huge amount of time out of your busy day. The right
match of your skills and interests to the role you take on, can bring great
rewards.
As our “shout-out” tells you, GRFU is always looking for more volunteers
to support the various activities within the County’s Rugby Family.
The bigger the team the less arduous it is for individuals. Just the same way
as it works in the clubs!! How often do so few do so much, when more
hands would have made light work of the tasks on your club’s list?
The Sector Heads of each area of rugby within the County, do their best
to keep things ticking along, but they would find it so much easier if they had
some more willing committee members supporting what they do.
If you feel you could give just a few hours a week of your time to support
this great County, we would be delighted to hear from you. If you aspire to
become a member of the GRFU Board, then why not offer your services
as a Sector Heads or as a member of a committee? Job sharing might work
better for you so why not give it some thought?
We currently have a selection of vacancies which could easily suit your
interests, so please get in touch. Your time and efforts will always be very
well received.
There are also opportunities within our Clubs and Combinations if you’d
prefer to start there; just let us know.
If you’d like more information, please contact:
admin@grfu.org     https://www.grfu.org/Current-Vacancies-In-Rugby

NEEDS

GRFU’S

ARMY OF
JOIN
VALUED VOLUNTEERS

Mitsubishi Motors Volunteer of the Year – Regional Finalists
Clare Fletcher’s Journey to Twickenham
How did Clare Fletcher
get to be invited to attend
the Mitsubishi Volunteer
of the Year, black tie dinner
at Twickenham? She was
nominated by her Club,
Frampton Cotterell, was
selected to attend the Bristol
event, along with all other
club nominees and was
chosen as the Bristol winner.
Here is her story ...
At the end of 2017/18
season, Clare heard that
the catering at Frampton
Cotterell RFC was struggling
as its caterers were leaving.
Clare suggested a parents’
roster which she offered to
organise. Needless to say,
this offer was accepted with
open arms and the job just
grew and grew!!!
The first job was to clean
the kitchen to make it
hygienic enough to put the
plan into action. Clare then
obtained her Food Hygiene
Certificate to allow her to
cook the food on site. Other
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Clare having a joke with Alex Payne on stage at Twickenham

Clare and Giles Fletcher arriving at
Twickenham
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tasks involved ordering all the ingredients and equipment, then catering for all
ages from 5 to U16 home and away teams for the season.
Clare is delighted to have made the kitchen ‘plastic free’ and has introduced
a half price policy if you take your own cup. The incentive for this is they
serve “real fresh coffee”. On offer are healthy options including fruit pots and
seasonal specials.
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Each week the kitchen is manned by parents of a different age group,
bringing families together and uniting the members as they meet different
players and parents.
From a zero profit the previous season, they made over £4000, which has
gone straight back into the club and paid for junior coaching courses.
Clare said “I took on the role as both my boys play and my husband plays
and coaches. Putting back into our local club is a massive thing for me.”
“Being recognised and nominated for an award was an unforgettable
experience. At first, I was really embarrassed, as I do no more than lots of
other people, but to represent FCRFC nationally was amazing.”
“Volunteers help out because they want to and because it’s rewarding to
know it makes a difference to your club. But being recognised like this is
worth the fat burns, hours in the kitchen and smelling of chips every Sunday!”
In the photo above you will see Clare sharing a joke with Alex Payne,
the Sky Sports rugby presenter. Apparently, Clare’s husband, Giles, had
messaged Alex on Instagram before the event, mentioning that Clare had
been nominated for her “services to bacon rolls”!!

Jon Havers – Bream RFC

This was followed by a tour of Twickenham Stadium, which Jon said was a
fantastic opportunity. “Seeing where the players changed and prepared for
international games was wonderful.” The party was then given a tour of the
Royal Box and The President’s Suite, which was also a real eye opener and
something they will remember for a very long time.
The climax of the day was a black-tie dinner when everyone heard about the
other finalists and the reasons they had been chosen. All of whom, according
to Jon, were “a real inspiration and a credit to their clubs.” “Unfortunately,”
said Jon, “I didn’t walk away with a new Mitsubishi vehicle, which was the top
prize, but those that did really deserved to do so.”
Jon concluded “One thing I took away from my day at Twickenham was
that, as a player, you don’t really understand or realise the work that needs
to be done to actually get that game on the field on a Saturday afternoon.”
“There are so many people that contribute and volunteer to make it happen,
it’s incredible.”
“In every club there are unsung heroes that need to be recognised and
thanked.” “I believe that it should all begin with players, so every club has a
future volunteer force willing to pay back into the game that we’ve enjoyed
playing so much.”

Jon also had the privilege of attending the Mitsubishi Volunteer Awards
Evening on 13 September at Twickenham, having been awarded a regional
place at one of the local events.

The lucky volunteers enjoying Pennyhill Park

He was treated to a guided tour of England’s training camp, at Pennyhill
Park, by the man-mountain, James Haskell, which, he said, had given him a
real insight into the training facilities. Jon said “I went away having learnt, it’s
not necessarily the training equipment being used, but the mind set it’s used
with; very insightful.”

Jon enjoying the company of James Haskell
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Jon almost on hallowed turf before the awards dinner
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MIXED ABILITY RUGBY
one day playing in international
tournaments.
This follows
the news that our senior MAR
team will be competing at the
International Mixed Ability
Rugby Tournament in Cork,
Ireland. Longlevens RFC is now
offering a pathway of junior to
senior rugby for the disabled
community and we couldn’t be
happier about it.”
The project looks set to
continue with its tremendous
growth as they speak to
other SEN schools across
Gloucestershire. If you would
like to know more about the
project then contact Richard
Steward at:
longlevensrfc.mar@gmail.com

Longlevens RFC Works with the
Community
Longlevens RFC was proud to organise and host a ground-breaking
round-robin rugby tournament between three Special Education Needs
[SEN] schools.  The three schools were The Milestone School (Gloucester),
Alderman Knight (Tewkesbury) and Belmont School (Cheltenham).

Children competing and coaches on
hand in the background

Cainscross Catch on to
The Benefits of MAR

Children and coach with the Wooden Spoon Charity Mascot, Spoony

The tournament was put together by Richard Steward, the Head of Mixed
Ability Rugby at Longlevens RFC and supported by coaches and players
from the seniors Mixed Ability Team. Rich organises the hugely successful
Outreach Programme out of Longlevens RFC, which has seen participation
rates grow rapidly from just 20 disabled children to over 100 in just 2
short years! Richard coordinated the tournament as the end of season
highlight following a programme of training at each school. This was made
possible through the efforts of Wooden Spoon, Longlevens RFC, Active
Gloucestershire, Chamwell Centre and the three schools. The project has
made a tremendous impact on the fitness levels, self-confidence and social
cohesion of the children involved.

Hold on a minute – how can this little club, nestled between an allotment
and a churchyard, be taking on one of the Gallagher Premiership teams?
Well, this feel good story all started with an off-the-cuff conversation
between Stroud Combination Chair, Simon Collier-Bristow and Cainscross
Chair, Rich Stonebridge.

Spoony, Coaches in black t-shirts (Left to right) Jordan Rankin-Woodhouse,
Reece Joyner, Elliot Fortey and children.

Richard said “the tournament was the perfect way to finish off the
season’s
13/10/2018 11:35
training and, as far as I’m aware, it’s the first event of its kind in Europe,
with SEN schools competing against each other. It really illustrates the power
of sport to bring people together. The development of the kids has been
fantastic. I’m also pleased for the coaches, who play in our Mixed Ability
senior side and seeing their coaching and communication skills develop too.
It all helps create a cohesion and community feel to our project.”
Chairman of Longlevens RFC, Christopher Yorke, said “We are
tremendously proud of this project and the work of Rich and all the partner
organisations currently involved, to make today happen. As a rugby club we
made the strategic decision to put inclusivity at the centre of what we do; a
decision that is helped by having the Milestone School next door.  Even more
amazing is that the children playing today can now look forward to, potentially,
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What’s this MAR all about?

Rich Stonebridge went on to explain. “Simon approached me and asked
if Cainscross would be interested in hosting a new initiative, facilitated by
Gloucester Community Rugby.” “As we were talking, I became more excited
as he extolled the perspective of how Mixed Ability Rugby [MAR] can open
up the club. But most importantly ‘live’ the values of inclusion that we both
believe rugby brings.”
Gloucester Community Rugby – headed up by Gloucester legend, Terry
Fanolua, embarked on what was supposed to be a 12 week lead up, but such
was the feeling from the sessions, this was extended as numbers slowly built.

South West of England to be
represented by Gloucester Griffins at
Mixed Ability Rugby World Cup 2020
This is big news for disability sport in Gloucestershire. Gloucester Griffins
has been selected to play and represent the South West of England, at the 3rd
IMAS Mixed Ability World Cup, to be held next year in Cork, Ireland.
For the past 3 years, Gloucester Griffins, based at Longlevens RFC in
Gloucester, has been providing a safe and nurturing environment for people
to come and play a sport they may never have had the chance to play before.

Cainscross RFC’s first MAR game

Fast forward 18 months and the provision is so popular they often have
between 18 and 26 at each session, regardless of the weather! Those
attending range from the retired to the never played before, all looking to
support each other in enjoying the game for the sake of enjoyment.
Rich went on to explain “I and the club are so proud of this section. It has
really broken-down barriers for lots of people and has a great feel to each
session. The amazing thing is how it has encouraged ‘rival’ clubs to have the
same aim, with representation from across the Combination attending the
sessions and taking part.”
Gloucester Griffins were well received by Worcester

Working closely with local groups and the community, the team has grown
and grown. It is now deemed one of the top 24 teams in the world and will
compete for the crown of World’s Best.
In the rugby heartland of the south west of England, Gloucester Griffins
has achieved international recognition by being accredited by the world
governing body. It has been recognised for providing the opportunity and,
most importantly, fun for those who wish to play the sport of rugby.

They play come rain or shine

So, what’s next? Rich continued “We play Wasps MAR team 26th October
at Victory Park when the players put into practice their skills.  As the weather
closes in we are looking to fund raise for some portable lights, as our larger
numbers mean we cannot light as much pitch area as we need. Then it’s a
new kit and I’m already in Simon’s ear for some help; the Combination has
been incredibly supportive.”
Obviously, none of this is possible without a band of volunteers. Rich said
“This whole provision has been driven by lots of enthusiasm from our new
members and returning ‘retired’ players, plus many others. But the real push
has come from the current 1st XV player, Joe Hanchett, who has been there
rain and shine from the start!”
Cainscross MAR train on Mondays and Thursdays from 6pm to 7pm.  If you
would like to get involved or sponsor the provision, please get in touch with
Cainscross Chair, Rich Stonebridge on 07184 192369.
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Gloucester Griffins mean business

As part of its World Cup journey, Gloucester Griffins is looking for much needed
funding to attend the World Cup. Due to the unique make up of this rugby team,
it is hoping to provide all players, carers, support staff and coaches with free
travel and accommodation, as many of the players require additional support.
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So, the hard work of fundraising approximately £18,000 begins. The team is
well on its way, hitting almost £2000 in little over a month.
What is now needed is exposure, to let people know what a wonderful
cause and opportunity this is. To highlight how it helps the community and
vulnerable individuals to achieve what is, for many of them (including Rich
Steward the organiser of Gloucester Griffins), a lifetime’s dream to represent
their country on the world stage.

Proudly supporting GRFU
& its member clubs

The well supported ‘Press Release Evening’ at Longlevens RFC in October

If you’d like to help with fundraising or you’d like more information, please
contact Rich Steward [details below].
Email... longlevensrfc.mar@gmail.com
Phone…07842 835178
More information on the background of Mixed Ability Rugby can be found
here:
www.Longlevensrugby.com
www.mixedabilitysports.org/category/imart-2020/http://imartworldcup.org/

• Websites
• Flags
• Flyers
• Pitch Signs
• Promo Stash
& much more

www.29designltd.co.uk

GRFU VOLUNTEER CLIMBS THE RFU LADDER
After the RFU
AGM
this
year, we were
delighted to be
able to announce
that one of our
RFU
Council
Members
had
been voted in as
the RFU’s Junior
Vice
President
2019-20.
Nigel Gillingham
has a long and
very varied rugby
CV and, without
his wealth of
Nigel Gillingham – one of GRFU’s RFU Council Members understanding of
all things rugby,
his wise counsel and ability to communicate at every level, from the RFU
Boardroom to the spectators on the pitch side, GRFU would not be the CB
it is today.
Nigel has worked diligently as RFU Council Representative for GRFU since
2012, dealing with the various facets of the role, namely:
•
•
•
•
•

Nigel and his wife, Christine, took his role very seriously, supporting England,
when they beat New Zealand in Japan in the Semi Final of the World Cup in
October.

Nigel will become the RFU’s Vice President in season 2020-21 and then
join the ranks of the other GRFU members who have also been President of
the RFU, in season 2021-22.
We wish him every success in all three roles serving the RFU and, of course,
there will be more to say when he steps down as GRFU Council Rep.

Keeping GRFU clubs and the Constituent Body informed about RFU
matters.
Holding the RFU Board of Directors to account.
Working with RFU Council members, RFU staff and other volunteers to
develop policies and strategies to help the development of the Game in
England.
Acting as an ambassador for the RFU.
Helping influence other unions on matters of mutual interest affecting
the Game across the world.

We are very proud of the way Nigel has represented GRFU on so many
committees, both within the RFU and the County. This is clearly something
that has also been recognised by others within the wider rugby family.
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YOUR SPORTS
GROUNDS
MAINTAINACE
EXPERTS
` AERATION
` SCARIFYING
` WEED CONTROL
` FERTILISING
` TOP DRESSING

FOR INFORMATION VISIT
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